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Preamble
Over the years, the maize sub-sector has been facing various production,
post-harvest management, marketing and value addition challenges.
The government, through the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock, Fisheries
and Irrigation, in the recent past, has been addressing these challenges
through various interventions, which have included the fertilizer subsidy
and development of the Agricultural Sector Transformational Growth
Strategy (ASTGS).

These will no doubt contribute to the Government’s Big 4 Agenda,
which aims at achieving 100 per cent food and nutrition security for
the Kenyan population. However, this goal cannot be achieved unless
the maize sector is transformed, considering that maize is a key staple
food. The sector has perennially had production deficits that are also
uneconomical, with huge yield gaps compared to global averages.
In addressing these challenges, His Excellency the President, directed
that a taskforce be formed to assist in reviewing the maize subsector and come up with recommendations for developing the sector,
improving management and efficiency, and addressing the perennial
problems facing it.

Terms of Reference
a. Review the policy, legal, regulatory and institutional framework of
the maize industry and make appropriate recommendations;
b. Review the current and emerging challenges facing the maize
industry and make appropriate recommendations
c. Review the maize industry value chain including research and
import structures, enumerate and make appropriate guideline
recommendations for addressing all the prevailing and
i
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anticipated issues of concern in the entire maize production
and consumption value chains, for the short, medium-and longterm. Other short-term recommendations include fast-tracking
the operationalisation of the AFA Act through regulations and
operationalisation of the relevant institutions
d. Review and absolute assessment of Kenya’s cost of maize
production, and a comparative analysis of the competitiveness
of Kenyan maize in the East African Community (EAC) and the
Common Markets for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) and
internationally, and make appropriate recommendations
e. A review of and recommendations for mechanisms of enhancing
maize production and productivity to satiate local demand for and
trade in maize, towards achieving food and nutrition security
f. A review of the challenges of high post-harvest loss of maize
in Kenya and recommendations on the measures necessary to
expedite a drastic reduction in the post-harvest loss
g. Analysis of the roles of different stakeholder segments, and
recommendations on how they can collaborate amongst
themselves, and with the National and County governments, to
develop the maize sub-sector
h. A review of and recommendations for appropriate mechanisms
to be used to determine maize purchase prices for the Strategic
Food Reserve, taking due account of market forces and the
Kenyan consumer
i. A review of and recommendations for appropriate mechanisms for
streamlining the maize market structure
j. Develop and submit a comprehensive final report with
recommendations to be implemented in the short-term, mediumterm and long-term
ii
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The taskforce was gazetted on 9th November 2018 and was to give its
findings and recommendations in 30 days. However, its mandate was
extended until 31st March 2019.

Methodology Used in Collection of Data
To undertake the assigned mandate, the Task Force sourced information
by way of: Literature review, Interviews with key informants in the maize
value chain, Presentations and memoranda submitted during public
participation sessions and submissions from experts in the maize
industry. The data and recommendations made by the Task Force were
subjected to further public scrutiny and affirmation during the validation
workshop held at KALRO Headquarters Nairobi on Friday 25th January
2019.

Maize Task Force members and Invited Experts during Data Consolidation Workshop held at
KALRO Institute in Naivasha on 10th January 2019
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Cabinet Secretary Hon Mwangi Kiunjuri with Maize Industry Stakeholders after Maize Task
Force Validation Workshop held at KALRO Headquarters Nairobi-Loresho on 25th January 2019

Cabinet Secretary Hon Mwangi Kiunjuri Addressing Media on National Maize industry Status
before attending Maize Task Force Validation Workshop at KALRO Headquarters NairobiLoresho on 25th January 2019
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Executive Summary
Maize is the main staple food crop in Kenya and it is grown for
consumption and as a cash crop. The average annual production of
40 million bags is not sufficient to meet the national estimated demand
of 52 million bags required annually. Inadequate and underdeveloped
market and distribution systems trigger high food price volatility, which
rapidly translates into national food insecurity. Despite availability of
diverse food sources in the country, Kenyans continue to rely heavily on
maize for food.
The main challenges in the maize sub-sector include: slow legal,
regulatory and institutional policy reforms; poor enforcement of
regulations; underperforming institutions; poor implementation of the
East African Community laws; inadequate data to inform decisions; low
production and productivity; high post-harvest losses; unstructured,
unpredictable, and unreliable markets; government price policies that
distort markets; and underinvestment in the development of the maize
sub-sector by government.
Considering the importance of maize, the challenges facing the subsector create high uncertainty that is not healthy for the country, for
farmers and consumers; and the industry as a whole. It is against this
background that His Excellency the President directed that a taskforce
of maize industry stakeholders be appointed to make recommendations
for the development of the maize industry in Kenya.
The taskforce was gazetted on November 9, 2018, with the following
terms of reference: To review policy, legal, regulatory and institutional
frameworks; review current and emerging challenges; review the cost
of maize production; mechanisms of enhancing maize production and
productivity; and the challenges of high post-harvest losses.
vii
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The taskforce was also to propose a mechanism for determining maize
purchase prices for the Strategic Food Reserve, and review mechanisms
for streamlining the maize market structure.
Under legal, institutional and regulatory reforms, the taskforce
recommended immediate restructuring of NCPB and SFR to make
them autonomous; that the implementation of the Ernst &Young Report
be fast-tracked; that the role of the Strategic Food Reserve Oversight
Board be redefined; and that the enactment and implementation of the
Warehouse Receipt System Bill be fast-tracked.
To increase supply-chain efficiency, NCPB needs to be refurbished and
its drying and storage facilities modernised while regional and national
laws; regulations and policies that are meant to protect farmers and the
domestic market, to ensure that Kenyan maize and related products are
globally competitive, should be properly implemented.
There is also need to strengthen collaboration and flow of information
between the two levels of government and registration of aggregators,
private warehouses, and formation of cooperatives. The re-introduction
of guaranteed minimum return (GMR); roll out of contract farming; revival
and revamping of institutions, especially KFA, AFC and ADC; and the
expansion of crop insurance to cover all maize farmers and other crops,
are other recommendations.
Establishment of cooling plants for storing green maize before marketing
is also crucial, as is establishing an emergency fund at both levels
of governments for disease and pest control. Short-term leasing of
institutional arable land at market rates and establishment of agricultural
liaison offices at counties is also recommended.
To address low production and productivity, the taskforce recommends:
that subsidised fertilizer be provided to all farmers; that the Government’s
viii
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mechanisation programme be implemented; the promotion of highyielding seeds varieties; and the fast-tracking of formulation of fertilizer
regulations and implementation of the guidelines.
The NCPB should procure fertilizer from manufacturers in line with
established procedures, and this fertilizer should be packaged at source
to avoid adulteration and contamination. Counties should register all
farmers; there should be rollout of a national soil analysis and liming
programme; and promotion of conservation agriculture. Accurate data
on maize should be obtained through establishment of statistical units
at national and county levels, and management and control of emerging
pests and diseases. Extension should also be revamped.
The taskforce recommends that clear policy guidelines be made on
agricultural land use, with a keen interest on making maize farming
commercial. This will include consolidation of land and protection of
large farms from subdivision. To do so, the government needs a clear
policy framework to support large-scale maize farmers. Smallholder
farmers need to be facilitated to grow maize for subsistence use and
not as a cash crop and, suitable income generating crops be identified
for them to grow, to generate income for reinvestment.
In the long-term, the taskforce recommends use of biotechnology
in maize seed production to propagate seeds that are high-yielding
and tolerant to pests and diseases. Towards this, authorities such as
Biosafety Authority should fast-track the process of authorising biotech
seed-use in the country.
In line with these recommendations, contract farming should be
optimised; climate smart agriculture be expanded, area specific weather
forecasting to enable farmers get appropriate information on the effects
ix
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of climate change on their activities be provided and agriculture should
receive 10% of budgetary allocation. The National land use policy should
also be implemented.
The taskforce recommends that the Strategic Food Reserve Trust Fund
be converted to a parastatal to enhance its autonomy and efficiency;
while the Strategic Food Reserve stocks should be enhanced to six
million bags. Establishment of at least one milling plant in each of the
eight maize producing Counties through cooperatives and publicprivate-partnerships is proposed.
To manage the rising cost of production, the taskforce recommends that
VAT on agro-chemicals and multiple taxation be removed. A harmonised
taxation system across the EAC region and tax incentives to enhance
adoption of conservation agriculture are also proposed. The promotion
of economies of scale through cooperatives and farmer groups for
collective action; investment and development of support infrastructure
like roads, irrigation systems and markets are also recommended.
To address high post-harvest losses, the taskforce recommends that
machineries and accessories, driers and accessories and all post-harvest
management equipment and technologies, be zero-rated of VAT. There
is need to facilitate farmers and cooperatives for the establishment of
more driers and storage facilities; mass sensitisation of producers and
industry players on post-harvest management; and creation of a fund to
support cooperatives to build stores.
To streamline marketing, the taskforce recommended establishment of
aggregation centres at ward level, and creation of small-and-medium
enterprises for value addition. It proposed for the development of
structured markets for grains that include operationalisation of the
warehouse receipts system; standards and quality assurance through
x
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sample testing and certification; trade contracts, and a trade platform
commodity exchange to facilitate buying, selling, clearing and settlement.
The purchase of annual SFR requirements should consider the price
discovery process that takes into account cost of production; prevailing
market prices (national and regional) and an appropriate percentage
mark-up for farmer profits.
Other critical areas that need to be addressed include the full
operationalisation of all institutions and facilitation to execute their
mandates, and the full development and enforcement of the necessary
regulations.
The Task Force recommends establishment of a Standing Multi-Sectoral
Committee to oversee the implementation of the recommendations of
this Task Force Report and handle other emerging issues for efficient
and effective management of the maize sub-sector.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Background information
Maize is a cereal crop with multiple uses, and serves as the most important
staple food crop in Kenya. It is grown as a subsistence and commercial
crop on about 2.2 million hectares of land, by both large and small-scale
farmers. The current national average production is between 16 and 20
bags per hectare, but with appropriate interventions, production can be
doubled.
Kenya, has a population of about 47 million people with an average
per capita maize consumption of 82kg per person. The average annual
maize production between 2013 and 2017 has been 40 million bags,
while average annual food and other uses requirement is about 52
million bags. The current local production levels cannot, therefore, meet
the national demand. Most regions are maize deficient, except the north
and central rift; parts of Western, Nyanza and Central Rift. Currently, the
National maize deficit stands at 8-10 million bags per year.
Significant food insecurity challenges have been experienced in Kenya
since the year 2000. Cycles of severe national food insecurity persist
to date, occasioned by population increase and numerous farming
constraints. Maize scarcity triggers high food prices, especially of maize
and maize products. These maize production constraints include climate
change (frequent droughts and erratic rains), outbreaks of disease and
pests (Maize Lethal Necrotic Disease, Fall Army Worms); high cost of
inputs, post-harvest losses (8%-40%), unstructured market systems,
acidic soils, unpredictable produce prices; poor agronomic practices,
inadequate storage infrastructure and competition for land with other
enterprises.
1
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The population, maize production and consumption trends are as
indicated in the figures below.

Figure 1.1: Kenyan Population and Maize Production Trends
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Figure 1.2: Population and Production Trends, 1960-2017

Figure 1.3: Maize Production and Consumption Trends
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Maize productivity according to farmers’ experience has been on the
decline, leading to many landowners in the North Rift and Narok opting
to lease out their land. The consumption of green maize has been on the
increase, but statistics on this maize has not been established. Farmers
need to be provided with incentives to produce more maize. Their
observations have indicated that adoption of conservation agriculture
can greatly boost maize production. Additionally, their access to
affordable credit needs to be addressed.
A high number of improved maize varieties developed by KALRO, which
are high-yielding and also have desirable attributes are available. These
include coast hybrids, drought-tolerant varieties mainly for Eastern
Kenya (dryland hybrids), mid-altitude maize, highland hybrids, strigaresistant maize (KESTP94 & GAF4), quality protein maize, maize lethal
necrotic disease tolerant varieties and less prone aflatoxin varieties, and
BT maize, which has been evaluated under confined environments.
Old varieties such as H614 may have been affected by climate change
and have become more susceptible to pests and diseases, even though
they are still being grown by farmers. A study by KALRO has shown that
8 kilos of grain are lost per acre per year, because of climate change
and genetic breakdown caused by growing the same variety year in,
year out. Therefore, old varieties, which have been grown for many
years and are recording a decline in production, need replacement.
Therefore, intensive promotion of the new and high-yielding varieties is
required.
The soils where maize is grown are rapidly declining in fertility and pH

levels. Limited application of organic manure and lime by farmers has
also led to soil deterioration, making maize production unsustainable. The
high cost of fertilizer and poor soil fertility management, has hampered
4
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attempts to mitigate the declining soil fertility. After soil moisture stress,
low soil fertility is the most important constraint limiting crop productivity;
hence, food security in sub-Saharan Africa. A study done by NAAIAP
in 2007 in maize producing areas, showed that 67 per cent of the soils
were low in micronutrient content, especially zinc, 89 per cent were low
in organic matter and 43 per cent had pH outside the optimum maize
growing range of 5-7.
A policy intervention, therefore, is needed to address the declining soil
fertility trend. This policy will have to incorporate seasonal soil testing,
application of organic fertilizers, adoption of soil fertility recommendations
and embracing of conservation agriculture technologies.
Moreover, implementation of a fertilizer subsidy programme would
reduce fertilizer costs; hence, reduce cost of production for farmers.
The subsidy programme involves procurement of 30 per cent to 40 per
cent of the national fertilizer requirement of 650,000MT and selling at
subsidised prices to registered farmers.
The subsidy programme has resulted to increased average maize yields
from 15 bags to 22 bags per hectare (of the targeted farmers) and price
stabilisation of fertilizer to about Ksh 3,000 from Ksh 6,500 in 2008.
Agricultural mechanisation is a major agricultural production input that
encompasses application of mechanical technology and increased
power to agriculture. It is a process of improving farm labour
productivity through use of agricultural machinery, implements and
tools. Currently, the use of motorised power stands at 30%; hand and
animal draught power 50% and 20% respectively. The challenges
facing maize mechanisation include diminishing land sizes and shifting
land uses; inappropriate and high cost of machinery for the land sizes;
low adoption of technologies, unregulated agricultural mechanisation
5
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quality and standards; inadequate attention and funding of research
and development for agricultural mechanisation. Purchases of new
machinery declined from an annual average of 1,500 pieces 20 years
ago to about 300 per year in the last 3 years. The country has about
10,000 tractor units and require an additional 11,000 units to meet its
targeted 50% mechanisation threshold from the current 30%.
The sub-sector has had challenges in the whole value chain including:

1.2 Production Challenges
i. Declining maize production due to reducing maize profitability in
key maize production zones, in the country. Farmers in traditional
maize growing zones abandon the crop in favour of other
seemingly profitable crops
ii. Sub-optimal use of farm inputs

1.3 Conceptual Framework of Maize Industry Development
Various production, post-harvest management, marketing and value
addition interventions are required to be undertaken to revitalize the
maize industry development. The interventions are diagrammatically
represented in Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: Maize Industry Development
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Chapter 2: Policy, Legal, Regulatory and
Institutional Framework
2.1 Agricultural policies and Vision 2030 Economic Blue Print
The Constitution of Kenya 2010 and the Vision 2030 envisage that
adequate food of acceptable quality should be provided to every person.
The Vision 2030 Economic Blue Print aims at transforming Kenya into
“a newly industrializing, middle income country providing a high quality
of life to all its citizens in a clean and secure environment”. The Vision
has three pillars: economic, political and social. The economic pillar
aims at achieving an average Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth
rate of 10% per annum. Agriculture has been identified as a key sector
in achieving this growth rate through transformation of smallholder
agriculture from subsistence to an innovative, commercially-oriented
and modern agricultural sector.
The MoALF&I has undertaken numerous reforms in the sector, which
culminated in formulation of and enactment of The Crops Act No.16 of
2013; The Agriculture and Food Authority Act No. 13 of 2013 and the
Kenya Agricultural and Livestock Research Act No. 17 of 2013.
Further, the review of the Agricultural Sector Development Strategy

(ASDS) 2010-2020 and the Agricultural Policy 2011, have been
undertaken together with the development of Kenya’s new Agricultural
Sector Transformation and Growth Strategy (ASTGS) 2018-2030, which
is anchored in the belief that food security would thrive in a vibrant
commercial and modern agricultural sector that sustainably supports
Kenya’s economic development and commitments to the “Big 4 Agenda”.
The Malabo Declaration under the Comprehensive Africa Agriculture
Development Program (CAADP) and the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) aim at ensuring food security and freedom
from hunger at regional and global levels.
8
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The Government is currently implementing the “Big 4 Agenda” whose
four pillars are the food and nutritional security, universal health care,
manufacturing and housing. The food and nutrition security agenda,
aims at enhancing large-scale production in agriculture, which largely
includes the maize sub-sector.
The policy and institutional reforms will strengthen the development of
the maize industry in Kenya, and in the region; hence, the two levels of
government and all stakeholders along the maize value chain should
create an enabling environment for the realisation of agricultural
development objectives envisaged in the ASTGS.

2.2 Legal and Institutional Framework
2.2.1 Introduction
Institutional, Institutional, policy and legal frameworks play a key role
in advancing the national economic and social agenda on economic
recovery and poverty reduction.
In the maize sub-sector, there are various Acts of Parliament, which
provide for an elaborate institutional and administrative structure for
agriculture in general, and the scheduled crops in particular. Some of
the laws enacted following the agricultural reforms include: The Crops
Act, The Agriculture and Food Authority Act and the Kenya Agricultural
and Livestock Research Act, among other existing laws, which support
the industry.
The development of the maize sub-sector is also dependent on an
effective and efficient institutional framework to ensure a coordinated
mechanism to facilitate multi-sectoral development of agriculture and
the maize sub-sector nationally and within the region.

9
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Agriculture is the main economic sector of the country and involves
many stakeholders and institutions; who deliver the range of services
required by the farming community. These stakeholders should be wellcoordinated to avoid duplication of efforts and wastage of resources.
Despite the Government’s commitment and past interventions, the maize
sub-sector has not been able to realise its full potential, due to lack
of streamlined agricultural institutions that provide services to farmers
such as extension, training, research and regulatory services, to ensure
that they serve them efficiently and cost-effectively. Other challenges
affecting the maize sub-sector include inadequate budgetary provisions;
weak or lack of farmer organisations; lack of collateral and access
to credit facilities; absence of a saving culture; ineffective marketing
information; inadequate research-extension links; tariff and non-tariff
barriers to regional and international trade, and weak or no publicprivate partnership arrangements.
Indeed, some institutions are still considered moribund and dysfunctional
and need to be revived and restructured, for improved coordination and
delivery of services to farmers, and stakeholders along the maize value
chain. These include AFC, ADC and AFC, among others.
Insufficient budgetary allocation to the agricultural sector is a key
constraint to the development of the maize sub-sector. In 2003 under the
Maputo Declaration, African Heads of State committed to allocate10 per
cent of their annual budgets to the agricultural sector. Kenya has not yet
achieved this target. The cost of key inputs such as seeds, pesticides,
fertilizer, and drugs is high for resource-poor farmers. Such high costs
lead to high production costs and adulteration of inputs, which leads to
low or poor yields.
The Government has put in place an institutional framework to guide
policy and build capacity in the maize sub-sector. However, some
10
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aspects of the policy need to be reviewed, to accommodate new
challenges in the sub-sector. Acts of Parliament also need to be
reviewed and consolidated where necessary, to re-align their mandates
more effectively. Institutional reforms need to be undertaken to improve
the capacity of established institutions to delivering efficient, effective
and quality services to Kenyans.
There is also need to institute comprehensive policy, legal and regulatory
reforms, to enable individual maize farmers to shift from subsistence to
market-oriented production, and to adopt greater use of modern farming
practices while increasing integration of agriculture with other sectors in
the national economy.
Farmers have limited access to credit facilities. This is because farming
is considered highly risky by the formal banking sector. Without credit,
they are hard pressed to finance inputs and capital investment. A
number of microfinance institutions are operating, but tend to increase
the cost of credit, reach only a small proportion of smallholder farmers,
and provide only short-term credit. The formal banking system is just
beginning to develop credit facilities particularly suited to small-scale
farming. Therefore, the existing financial institutions in the agricultural
sector for example the Agricultural Finance Corporation, need to be
revived and strengthened to enable them to support the farmers.
Further, private sector participation is of great importance. In the maize
sub-sector, the private sector constitutes beneficiaries and resource
mobilisers to transform economic operations. It is the vehicle for requisite
investments to transform agriculture towards increased productivity,
agribusiness, and infrastructure development. The private sector
draws strength and legitimacy from the public–private partnerships. The
agro-based private sector comprises both of profit-driven and not-forprofit (civil society) non-state actors. Therefore, the Government should
11
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encourage great private sector participation in the maize sub-sector to
inject the much needed capital.

2.2.2 Legal & Institutional Framework
2.2.2.1 The Crops Act No. 16 of 2013
The Crops Act provides the legal framework for the development of
scheduled crops including maize.
The objective of the Act is to accelerate the growth and development of
agriculture in general, and enhance productivity and incomes of farmers
among others.
The Act creates the Commodities Fund, which consists of monies paid
as license fees, commission, export or import agency fees and fees that
may accrue to or vest in the Food and Agriculture Authority in the course
of exercise of its functions under the Act.
Observations
A preliminary observation is that the MoALF&I has not developed the
regulations required to operationalise the Crops Act. The regulations will
address most of the regulatory issues in the maize sub-sector including
data management. For instance, lack of a database and information to
support the development of the maize sub-sector, is a major constraint.
This has contributed to lack of comprehensive planning by stakeholders
in the maize sub-sector. Therefore, having regulations, which provide
for information and records management in the sub-sector, will provide
the necessary data to support development planning and provide
investment opportunities.
Further, the general observation is that the functions and mandates
prescribed in the Crops Act and AFA Act create jurisdictional conflicts
12
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and overlaps in some instances. There is need to review and harmonise
the two Acts, particularly on the functions/mandate of the institutions
involved. For instance, the Commodities Fund, which manages the
AFA’s money operates autonomously without AFA’s intervention as the
experts from both institutions revealed.
Recommendations
a. The MoALF&I to expedite the development and rollout of the
regulations to operationalise the Crops Act
b. The provisions of the Crops Act be fully operationalised and
implemented
c. The Agriculture and Food Authority Board should be put in place
in accordance with the law and funded to ensure that it fulfills its
mandate

2.2.2.2 Agriculture and Food Authority Act No. 13 of 2013
The Act consolidates the laws on the regulation and promotion of
agriculture generally; it establishes the Agriculture and Food Authority,
AFA (the authority which is the regulator), and makes provision for the
respective roles of the national and county governments in agriculture
(excluding livestock), in line with the Fourth Schedule of the Constitution.
The Act also ensures effective participation of farmers in the governance
of the agricultural sector. It also mandates the Cabinet Secretary to make
rules to ensure that any agreements entered into between farmers and
their organisations are respected.
Observation
The general observation, is that the functions and mandate prescribed
in the Crops Act and AFA Act create jurisdictional conflicts and overlaps
13
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in some instances. There is need to review and harmonise the two
Acts, particularly on the functions/mandate of the institutions involved.
For instance, the Commodities Fund which manages the AFA monies
operate autonomously without AFA’s intervention as the experts from
both institutions revealed.
Recommendations
a. The MoALF&I to expedite the development and roll out of the
regulations in order to operationalize the AFA Act, particularly
those relating to the maize sub-sector
b. The provisions of the AFA Act should be fully operationalised and
implemented particularly in the maize sub-sector
c. The Food and Agriculture Authority Board should be put in place
in accordance with law and funded to ensure that it fulfills its
mandate

2.2.2.3 Kenya Agricultural and Livestock Research Act No. 17 of
2013
The KALRO Act provides for appropriate legal and institutional framework
for agricultural research in Kenya, knowledge management and
technology transfer, to provide solutions for sustainable development of
agribusiness.
The Act has established the Kenya Agricultural and Livestock Research
Organization (KALRO), whose objects and functions include to: promote,
streamline, co-ordinate and regulate research in crops among others.
The Act has also established the Scientific and Technical Committee;
Research Institutes and the Agricultural Research Fund with wide
mandates under the Act.
14
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Observation
The KALRO Act has not been fully operationalized; hence, making the
institution unable to fulfill its core mandate in the development of the
required research and data, to ensure proper management of the crop
sub-sector and particularly maize.
Recommendations
a. The MoALF&I to expedite the development and rollout of the
regulations to operationalise the KALRO Act, particularly those
relating to the maize sub-sector
b. The provisions of the KALRO Act should be fully operationalised
and implemented, particularly those relating to the maize subsector

2.2.2.4 Seeds and Plant Varieties Act Cap 326 of the Laws of Kenya
and the 2016 Regulations
It confers power to regulate transactions in seeds; testing and
certification of seeds, and control of importation of seeds, among other
purposes. The Act empowers the Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate
Service to establish one or more official seed testing stations, and issue
testing certificates. The National Performance Trials Committee and the
National Variety Release Committee, have been established to evaluate
the performance trials and distinctness, uniformity and stability test and
to consider the Distinctness Uniformity and Stability report; approve and
release qualifying varieties among other functions.
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2.2.2.5 The Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate Service Act, 2012
(KEPHIS Act 2012)
The Act establishes the Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate Service as a
regulatory body for the protection of plants, seeds and plant varieties, and
agricultural produce. It is mandated to regulate matters relating to plant
protection; seeds and plant varieties; and to support the enforcement of
food safety measures, among others.
Observations of the Seeds and Plants Varieties Act and KEPHIS Act
The Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate Service is an institution established
to regulate and implement the provisions of the two Acts, through
establishment of one or more official seed-testing stations. It also issues
the testing certificates and ensures protection of plants, seeds, plant
varieties and agricultural produce.
Recommendations on the Seeds and Plants Varieties Act and
KEPHIS Act
Farmers have complained that the seeds sold to them are of poor quality
than the ones they have been receiving from the Kenya Seed Company,
resulting in low yields.
There should be harmonisation of operations between the institutions
established under the two Acts, to ensure that the seeds sold to farmers
are of high quality. The Institutions should collaborate with the Kenya
Seeds Company, to ensure that only high quality seeds are supplied to
farmers.
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2.2.2.6 The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs (FAF) Act Cap 345
and the Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs (Amendment) Act 2015
The FAF Act regulates the importation, manufacture and sale of
agricultural fertilizers, among other functions. The Amendment Act 2015
amends the FAF Act by establishing a Fertilizer and Animal Foodstuffs
Board, whose main function is to regulate the fertilizers and animal
foodstuff industry in Kenya, including the production, manufacture,
packaging, importation and marketing of fertilizers and animal foodstuff;
and to promote the manufacture of fertilizers and animal foodstuff.
Observation
The Act contains dual functions relating to fertilizers and animal feeds.
Recommendation
The MOALF&I should:
a. Fully implement the Act to curb a lot of fertilizer importation, and
encourage local manufacturing of fertilizers, which will reduce the
costs of production and support the “Big Four Agenda” on food
and nutritional security and manufacturing sectors;
b. The Fertilizer and Animal Foodstuffs Board to be the sole
regulator of fertilizer manufacturing and importation;
c. The Act to be further amended to remove the animal foodstuff
under the mandate of the Board, so as to ensure autonomy.

2.2.2.7 Agricultural Finance Corporation (AFC) Act Chapter 323 of
The Laws of Kenya
The AFC Act establishes the Agricultural Finance Corporation, AFC (the
Corporation), whose functions include: to assist in the development of
17
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agriculture and agricultural industries by making loans to farmers, and
co-operative societies, among others.
The Corporation may also make loan to a farmer and any cooperative
society engaged in agriculture.
Observation
The AFC Act has not been reviewed to align it with the current
developments in the agricultural sector.
Recommendations
a. The MoALF&I to spearhead the review and/or repeal of the Act to
align it to the provisions of the Constitution and recommend the
restructuring of the functions/mandate of the Corporation, to cure
the overlaps with other established institutions;
b. The AFC to be strengthened and revamped to enable it to provide
adequate credit financing to farmers, especially the small-scale
farmers;
c. In the alternative, the Corporations’ mandate could be undertaken
by other existing institutions

2.2.2.8 Agricultural Development Corporation (ADC) Act Chapter
444 of The Laws of Kenya
The ADC Act establishes the Agricultural Development Corporation, ADC
(the Corporation), whose functions include to promote the production
of Kenya’s essential agricultural inputs such as seeds including hybrid
seed maize, and other seeds among others.
The Corporation has powers to provide credit and finance through loans,
for agricultural undertakings among others.
18
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It has been mandated to establish and maintain a reserve fund comprising
of the surplus money it earns in its operations.
Observation
The ADC Act has not been reviewed to adapt to the current developments
in the agricultural sector.
Recommendations
a. The MoALF&I to spearhead the review and/or repeal of the Act,
to align it to the provisions of the Constitution and recommend the
restructuring of the functions or mandate of the corporation, to
cure the overlaps with other established institutions
b. The ADC to be strengthened and revamped to enable it to provide
adequate farm inputs such as hybrid maize to farmers, especially
the small-scale farmers
c. In the alternative, the Corporations’ mandate could be undertaken
by other existing institutions

2.2.2.9 National Cereals and Produce Board Act Cap 338
The National Cereals and Produce Board (NCPB) was principally
created by the National Cereals and Produce Act (cap 338) to regulate
agricultural commodity trade and grain management in Kenya. NCPB has
for a long time continued to effectively play an important role in national
food security, through procurement, management, distribution and sale
of strategic food reserves’ (SFR) stocks. The board also procures and
distributes subsidised fertilizer on behalf of the government.
Observations
Although the NCPB procures, stores and maintains a strategic food
reserve (SFR) on behalf of the government to be used for food security,
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it has not been able to carry out its functions efficiently, due to the
following challenges:
a. Inadequate funding and lack of a proper institutional framework
with capacity to carry out its mandates. There is no regulatory
framework on commercial grain trading, despite the NCPBs
commercial role of grain trading;
b. Weak legal and regulatory framework of the grain sector. The
NCPB Act needs to be revised;

c. Farmers have been put into a perpetual dependence on subsidies
on inputs and outputs, without measurable progress. NCPB
created a fertile ground for politicisation of maize production and
marketing;
d. In times of glut, NCPB does not have the mechanism to find new
markets. Its grain pricing often interferes with market dynamics.
As a result, maize farmers suffer from price fixing. Government
purchase prices are not conducive to commercial grain trading
e. NCPB offers services like drying, warehousing and grain cleaning
to help farmers minimise on losses, but post-harvest losses, are
still unacceptably high, particularly for a country that is seeking to
ensure food security and fight poverty;
f. The lack of autonomy or independence; too much political
interference and overreliance on the parent ministry has stifled
NCPB’s innovation, impoverished producers and undermined
entrepreneurship. Despite the fertilizer subsidies given out every
year, farmers have remained poor, and the vicious cycle of
poverty continues;
g. Delays in government approvals in the importation of fertilizers,
the sale of SFR stocks, accessing credit facilities; payments to
farmers, and payment of commissions, among others;
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h. Bureaucracy in the procurement process and conflicting
government policies;
i. Lack of business policy and orientation;
j. Negative publicity, corruption practices and cartel practices in the
grain sector
Recommendations
a. To make NCPB a viable institution, it should be privatised and
restructured into a commercial enterprise. This will stop it from
relying wholly on the government for funding and ensure effective
allocation of resources, tasks, responsibilities, authorities and
accountabilities. Creation of better institutional arrangements
within NCPB, which foster greater economic expansion, less
dependence on government and better prospects for growth is
crucial;
b. Split NCPB into two to create the commercial wing and the
government services wing. NCPB to be 80 per cent private under
the commercial wing and the government to run 20 per cent of the
board’s operations;
c. The restructured NCPB to be empowered to carry out its mandate
effectively;

d. Review and repeal NCPB Act to enable it to fully venture into
business. NCPB to own, manage, operate, develop and maintain
grain handling and storage infrastructure, and to run a commodity
exchange system and warehouse receipting system. This will help
farmers to participate in determining prices and markets for their
produce;
e. Implement recommendations for restructuring exercise by Ernest
and Young;
f. Strengthen NCPB’S corporate governance.
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2.2.2.10 Strategic Food Reserve Trust Fund Regulations 2015
Under The Public Finance Management Act 2012
The Regulations establish the Strategic Food Reserve Trust Fund, whose
functions include provision of strategic food reserve in physical stock,
cash equivalent and to stabilise food supply and prices in the country,
among other functions.
Observation
The Fund lacks autonomy to carry out its mandate effectively.
Recommendations
The MoALF&I and National Treasury to:
a. Enact a comprehensive SFR Act and comprehensive regulations
to give effect to the proposed Act;
b. Enhance the SFR structures for efficiency and effectiveness,
to establish an autonomous and independent entity (State
corporation) to enhance its performance on matters food security
and sustainability.

2.2.2.11 Land Policy and Land Laws
This is the legislative framework to comprehensively address the land
sub-division issue in the maize sub-sector, and the complexities in land
administration and management. The National Land Policy, guides the
country towards sustainable and equitable use of land by addressing
the critical issues of land administration, access and land use planning
among others. It is appreciated that progress has been made to address
land sub-division and land management through this policy, which
provides an overarching framework for access to, and planning and
administration of land in the country. However, the policy needs to be
reviewed to reflect current land use challenges.
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Recommendation
The MoALF&I should liaise with the Ministry of Lands and the National
Land Commission, to address the issue of sub-division of agricultural
land to uneconomical sizes and sensitise farmers on sustainable land
management practices.

2.2.2.12 Public Private Partnership Act
The Act provides for the participation of the private sector in the financing,
construction, development, operation, and maintenance of infrastructure
or development projects of the Government, through concession or
other contractual arrangements. It also provides for establishment of
institutions to regulate, monitor and supervise the implementation of
project agreements on infrastructure or development.
Observation
The PPP structure under the National Treasury has not addressed use
of the PPP model in the maize sub-sector.
Recommendations
The MoALF&I in conjunction with the National Treasury should:
a. Establish institutional mechanisms to collaborate with the PPP
committee of the National Treasury to promote PPP in the maize
sub-sector management
b. Collaborate with NCPB, AFC, ADC and SFR and any other
relevant institution in establishing the PPP model within the maize
sector, for the benefit of actors in the value chain, and especially
the farmers
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2.2.2.13 Consumer Protection Act No. 46 of 2012
It provides for the protection of the consumer and prevention of unfair
trade practices in consumer transactions. The Act is required to promote
a fair, accessible, efficient and sustainable consumer market, among
others.
Observations
a. Lack of proper structures within the maize market value chain
and lack of a formal exchange platform where farmers, traders,
consumers, and millers can engage efficiently;
b. Contamination of maize (aflatoxin) due to poor handling and
storage challenges;
c. Lack of proper collaboration within the institutions involved in the
maize sub-sector.
Recommendations
The MOALF&I should in collaboration with the relevant competent
authorities to:
a. Formalise the maize sub-sector structure along the value chain, to
ensure that consumers are protected through safe products and
prices;
b. Enforce the provisions of the Act, to ensure that maize supplied
(locally/regionally/internationally) is fit for human consumption and
free from toxic substances such as aflatoxin;
c. Stabilise maize prices and maize flour prices to protect the
consumers;
d. Spearhead the collaboration of various institutions involved in the
maize sub-sector, to protect consumers from exploitation and
market distortion.
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2.2.2.14 The Competition Act No. 12 of 2010
This Act aims to promote and safeguard competition in the national
economy; to protect consumers from unfair and misleading market
conduct, and to establish the Competition Authority and Competition
Tribunal with their respective powers and functions. It enhances the
welfare of the people of Kenya by promoting and protecting effective
competition in markets, and preventing unfair and misleading market
conduct among others.
Observations
a. Cheap imports from the neighbouring countries distort the
domestic maize market, impacting negatively on the national
economy;
b. The Kenya Trade Remedies Act 2017, is yet to be fully
operationalised to address the challenges of market distortion
arising from over-importation, dumping and counterfeit products
through imports;
c. Poor communication and coordination between and among the
EAC ministries responsible for agriculture and trade, to address
the challenges caused by cheap imports and counterfeits.
Recommendations
The MoALF&I should:
a. Enforce fair trade protocols and policies, and promote fair market
practices in accordance with the EAC and Kenyan laws;

b. Implement the Kenya’s Competition Act together with the EAC
Competition legislation, to prevent market distortion (prices/
supply);
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c. Fast-track the full implementation of the Kenya Trade Remedies
Act and its regulations, to protect the domestic maize market and
other commodities;
d. Implement the Government policy of ‘buy-Kenya-build-Kenya’, to
support the economy.

2.2.2.15 Kenya Trade Remedies Act 2017
The Act gives effect to the East African Community Customs Union
provisions on trade remedies to prevent dumping, by empowering
the affected partner states, to impose countervailing and safeguard
measures.
It establishes the Kenya Trade Remedies Agency, whose functions
include to investigate and evaluate allegations of dumping and
subsidisation of imported products in Kenya, and to investigate and
evaluate requests for application of safeguard measures on any product
imported in the country, among other functions.
Observations
a. Over-importation and/or dumping of maize in Kenya from within
EAC;
b. Lack of proper implementation of the EAC Common Market and
Customs Union Protocols on prevention of over-importation and/or
dumping of maize in Kenya;
c. Lack of implementation of the provisions of the Kenya Trade
Remedies Act to counter the negative effects of maize importation
in Kenya from EAC;
d. Lack of comprehensive regulations to fully operationalise the
Kenya Trade Remedies Act;
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e. Failure to operationalise the Kenya Trade Remedies Agency,
under the Kenya Trade Remedies Act;
f. Lack of data on maize importation in Kenya from EAC and other
regions.
Recommendations
The MoALF&I should:
a. In collaboration with Ministry of Trade and Parliament, fast-track
development of comprehensive regulations to give effect to the
Kenya Trade Remedies Act, and proposed amendments to it;
b. In collaboration with other competent authorities, investigate the
cases of over-importation, market distortion and tariff mismatch in
relation with imports from within EAC;
c. Operationalise the Kenya Trade Remedies Agency, so that it can
effectively perform its functions under the Act;
d. Implement the institutional collaboration (Kenyan and EAC) to
protect the maize sub-sector from unfair trade practices;
e. Keep proper and comprehensive data on the total amount of
maize.

2.2.2.16 The Warehouse Receipt System Bill 2018 (WRS)
The Bill provides a legal framework for the development and regulation
of a warehouse receipt system, for agricultural commodities and
the establishment of the warehouse receipt system council, among
other purposes. The functions of the council include: to facilitate the
establishment, maintenance and development of a warehouse receipt
system for agricultural commodities in Kenya, and oversee its functioning,
to ensure the efficiency, effectiveness and integrity of the system, which
will ensure structured trading in agricultural commodities.
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Observation
The WRS Bill is not yet enacted into law, so as to ensure implementation
of its provisions to ensure structured trading in agricultural commodities,
especially maize.
Recommendation
MoALF&I, in conjunction with Parliament, to ensure the enactment of
the WRS Bill into law, and its implementation. It should also develop
comprehensive regulations to give effect to the WRS Act.

2.2.3 Other Institutional Frameworks
2.2.3.1 Farmer Organisations
Farmer organisations play a key role in the maize industry. They include
cooperatives societies, farmer associations, unions and federations.
They also include commodity associations, enterprise-based groups,
and community-based organisations. These organisations are important
economic entities established to enhance farmer representation, to
lobby for and advocate on their behalf at various levels; and to make
farmer needs and demands known to service providers.
In the maize sub-sector, the cooperative movement is not vibrant and
there is need for government support for farmers in the maize growing
areas to join cooperatives. In counties like Uasin Gishu, most farmers
have joined cooperative societies, and there are 120 cooperative
societies that are already established. These entities own land and
stores. Farmers should be allowed and encouraged to supply maize
through the cooperative societies.
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Recommendations
The MoALF&I in liaison with the cooperative sub-sector should:
a. Review cooperative development policy and legal framework;
• All cooperatives are governed by the Cooperative Societies’
Act (2004). The Act is old and not consistent with the policy and
Constitution of Kenya
• The Government has enacted the Sacco Regulatory Act and
a Sacco Regulatory Authority, which is already in operation.
Maize farmers should be sensitised on the importance of
saccos to enhance their access to agricultural credit. The main
focus of saccos is to offer affordable financial services; on a
cost-effective basis, to cover a large number of cooperative
members and provide an alternative system of securing credit
b. MoALF&I should enact regulations to incorporate the farmer’s cooperative movement in the maize sub-sector;
c. Encourage and sensitise farmers to join or form cooperatives to
enjoy the benefits that accrue from the protection of the law;
d. There is need for farmer sensitisation and capacity building on
effective management strategies, to enable these organisations to
play a key role in empowering farmers and allow them to benefit
from economies of scale;
e. Improve capacity for marketing agricultural inputs and produce.
Cooperatives should be revitalised and their capacities
strengthened to make them competitive. This will involve providing
education and training, improving governance and management,
and enforcing legal provisions. It will also mean adopting prudent
standards, developing appropriate marketing strategies and
operationalising the regulatory framework for saccos;
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f. MoALF&I should fast-track the full implementation of the existing
new laws outlined above, which support the strengthening of
farmers unions and cooperatives.

2.2.3.2 Security issues to curb maize theft and ensure tough
penalties
Security Security is critical for investment in agriculture. It ensures a
society that is free from danger and fear. Measures to promote public
security and to minimise conflict should be put in place. Some largescale farmers are suffering.
There is rampant theft of maize and once taken to court, the thieves are
set free or given very lenient sentences and penalties, and the vicious
cycle continues.
Recommendations
a. Review and enact laws to address modern crime; and encourage
and support the operations of community-based security systems
b. Review relevant laws to enhance penalties on maize and
agricultural produce theft for deterrence

2.2.4 African Union and Regional Policies and Laws
Kenya is a signatory to several trade protocols and agreements
including the East African Community, the Inter-Governmental Authority
on Development (IGAD), the Common Market for Eastern and Southern
Africa (COMESA), the World Trade Organization (WTO) and the East
African Community-European Union Economic Partnership Agreements
(EAC-EU EPA). Kenya must take advantage of these opportunities
provided by the regional and international agreements, to attain a certain
level of global competitiveness, while protecting the domestic market and
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industry. Trade barriers increase uncertainties and transaction costs,
and do not give farmers the impetus to plan production, processing and
marketing for external markets. Kenya needs to effectively implement
its laws to attain a fair trade balance, and protect its domestic market,
especially the maize sub-sector.

2.2.4.1 The African Union: The Maputo Declaration on Agriculture
and Food Security
The Maputo Declaration requires member states to allocate at least 10%
of their national budgetary resources to agriculture. However, Kenya
has not implemented the declaration due to budgetary constraints.
Observation
Low budgetary allocation to the ministry has contributed to the various
challenges affecting the maize sub-sector.
Recommendations
a. The Government should implement the Maputo Declaration to
ensure growth of agriculture and, especially the maize sub-sector;
b. The National Treasury should provide adequate resources to
implement the declaration;
c. MoALF&I and the National Treasury to implement the PPP
institutional framework to encourage private sector involvement,
and the injection of private capital into the maize sub-sector, in
order to supplement the budgetary allocations.
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2.2.4.2 East African Community (EAC) Laws - Common Market
Protocol and the Customs Union Protocol
The treaty for the establishment of the East African Community (The EAC
Treaty), has provided for cooperation among the EAC States in trade
liberation among others.
The EAC has four (4) pillars: The Common Market; the Customs Union;
Monetary Union and the Political Federation.
The Common Market Protocol establishes a common market to enhance
the free movement of goods between the partner states and to promote
consumer protection. Its objectives include increasing agricultural
production and productivity, and food and nutrition security among
others, within the EAC.
On the other hand, the Customs Union (CU) Protocol promotes the
liberalisation of intra-regional trade in goods, through elimination of all
internal tariffs.
The CU Protocol also forbids dumping by partner states, which causes
or threatens material injury to an established industry in any of the partner
states.
The partner states have also agreed to co-operate in the detection
and investigation of dumping; subsidies and sudden surge in imports,
and in the imposition of agreed measures, to curb such practices. The
partners states have been empowered to impose anti-dumping duties
or countervailing duties, or safeguard measures on goods that threaten
or distort competition within the community.
The CU Protocol also prohibits restriction and distortion of competition
within the EAC.
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Observations
a. There is no balance of trade between Kenya and other EAC
states, because Kenya’s maize exports are below the maize
imports into Kenya from EAC region;
b. There is no institutional collaboration dealing with the maize subsector within the EAC partners states and also in Kenya; hence,
the lack of proper implementation of the legal and regulatory
frameworks relating to maize, so as to address the challenges;
c. Market distortion in Kenya due to over-importation of maize in
Kenya from other EAC states;
d. Lack of data on the total amount of maize imports in Kenya;
e. Lack of proper implementation of the EAC Common Market;
Protocol and Customs Union Protocol provisions, and also the
Kenyan Trade Remedies Act, relating to the safeguard measures
on dumping and over-importation;
f. Lack of implementation of the Kenyan Trade Remedies Act to
prevent dumping, over-importation and market distortion;
g. Lack of implementation of both the EAC and Kenyan Competition
Legislation, thereby, failing to provide protection to the Kenyan
maize sector;
h. Challenges of poor quality maize importation in Kenya from EAC;
hence, jeopardising the health safety and life of consumers;
i. Lack of fair competition in accordance with the Protocol, East
African Community Competition policy and law and Kenyan law
and policy, by ensuring that Kenyan maize is competitive in terms
of quality.
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Recommendations
The MoALF&I in collaboration with the Ministry of Trade; The National
Treasury; Kenya Revenue Authority and other competent institutions
and authorities should:
a. Implement the tenets relating to the balance of trade, in order to
ensure competitiveness of the maize sub-sector and growth of
the Kenyan economy. Relevant government institutions created to
promote trade, must be more proactive in this task;
b. Implement the legal and regulatory frameworks relating to maize,
to ensure effective institutional collaboration in the maize sector
within the EAC partner states and also in Kenya;
c. Stop market distortion in Kenya by ensuring that the country
imports only the quantity and quality of maize it requires, to avoid
over-importation of the produce from other EAC states;

d. Keep proper and comprehensive data on the total amount of
maize imported in Kenya;
e. Implement and collaborate in the proper and comprehensive
implementation of the EAC Common Market Protocol and
Customs Union Protocol provisions, relating to the safeguard
measures on dumping and over-importation;
f. Implement and collaborate in the proper and comprehensive
implementation of the Kenyan Trade Remedies Act 2017, to
prevent over-importation and market distortion;
g. Implement and collaborate in the proper and comprehensive
implementation of both the EAC and Kenyan Competition
Legislation, to protect the Kenyan maize sector;

h. Import and collaborate in the importation of only good quality
maize in Kenya from EAC, to protect and promote health, safety
and the life of Kenyan consumers;
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i. Promote fair competition in accordance with the Protocol, East
African Community Competition policy and law and Kenyan law
and policy, by ensuring that Kenyan maize is competitive in terms
of quality;
j. The MoALF&I and Parliament to fast-track implementation of
the Kenyan Trade Remedies Act, together with the proposed
amendments and comprehensive regulations, to give effect to the
provisions of the Act.

2.2.5 Established Institutions under the Kenyan Law
Act/Legislation

Institutions Established

1.

The Crops Act

Commodities Fund

2.

Agriculture & Food Authority Act
(AFA Act)

i. Agriculture and Food Authority
ii. AFA Board
iii. Directorates

3.

Kenya Agricultural Livestock and
Research Act (KALR Act)

i. KALRO Board
ii. KALRO Research Institutes &

other research institutes e.g.Coffee
Research Institute; Tea Research
Institute; Dairy Research Institute
etc

iii. Agricultural Research Fund
4.

Seeds & Plant Varieties Act Cap
326 & The Seeds & Plant Varieties
(Variety Evaluation & Release)
Regulations 2016

i. Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate
Service

ii. National Performance Trials
Committee

iii. National Variety Release Committee
5.
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Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Act Fertilizer and Animal Foodstuffs Board
Cap 345 and Fertilizer and Animal
Foodstuffs (Amendment) Act 2015
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Act/Legislation

Institutions Established

6.

Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate
Service Act 2012

Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate
Service

7.

Kenya Trade Remedies Act 2017

Kenya Trade Remedies Agency

8.

National Cereals and Produce

National Cereals and Produce Board

9.

Strategic Food Reserve Trust

Strategic Food Reserve Trust Fund

Board Act

Fund Regulations 2015

10. Agricultural Finance Corporation

Agricultural Finance Corporation

11. Agricultural Development

Agricultural Development Corporation

12. Public Private Partnership Act

Public Private Partnership Committee

13. Consumer Protection Act

The Kenya Consumers Protection
Advisory Committee

14. Competition Act

i. Competition Authority
ii. Competition Tribunal

Act

Corporation Act

Further to the above findings and recommendations, the Taskforce has
developed a detailed implementation framework to facilitate effective
implementation of the interventions as provided in Annex 1: Legal
Framework Implementation.
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Chapter 3: Addressing Maize
Production Challenges
Crop production is a process that starts with land preparation and
managing the crop while in the field, up to harvesting. This entails a
number of farm activities that range from land preparation, planting,
crop husbandry to removal of the mature crop from the field.
The scope and manner in which these operations are undertaken, is
influenced by the size of the farm and level of technology being applied.
A number of challenges have been identified in maize production, and
recommendations on how to overcome them is as shown in Table 3.1
below.
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1.

Recommendations

to both small and
large scale farmers
and include lime
in the subsidy
programme

Expand fertilizer
subsidy
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• Fast track the formulation of fertilizer regulations and
implementation of the guidelines

• Soil analysis reports should also guide places to use
of fertilizer blends

• Roll out of national soil analysis and liming program

• Distribution of fertilizers should be on time and the
information of when it is available and its expected
price should be available

• Increase budgetary allocation by 50% and subsidize
fertilizer across the board/at the agro- dealer level.
Consider Bulk procurement of fertilizer (BPF) and
setting of the prices at various parts of the country
just like fuel is being done

Low Use of appropriate Fertilizer

Issues

3.1 Production Recommendations

Short Term
S

Responsible

MOALF&I, fertilizer
committee,
Counties, Agrodealers

Institution
(Who)

Long Term

Medium Term
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Redesign the
fertilizer subsidy
program to utilize
the existing private
agro-dealers
networks for cost
efficiency and
sustainability

Issues
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• Tax and regulation

• Provide incentives for private sector led fertilizer
manufacturing and blending

• Need to have exit strategy to make it sustainable

• The new program should take advantage of extensive
agro dealers network (private sector)

• Track fertilizer use by beneficiaries

• Introduction of smart subsidies and e-voucher

• Impact assessment of the subsidy Programme

Recommendations

Short Term
S

Responsible

KALRO, Fertilizer
dealers, Counties,
MOALF&I,
Tegemeo

Institution
(Who)

Long Term

Medium Term
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Provision and
promotion of
specific soil and
crop specific
fertilizers

Issues
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• Establishment of a robust fertilizer Distribution
channel/system

• NCPB should do direct procurement from
manufacturer and the fertilizer packaged at source,
and its quality standards verified at source and at
entry. Let the subsidized fertilizer prices be known in
the country

• Every individual county to register their farmers and
provide the data

• Restructure NCPB /SFR to ensure farmers and
county governments are part of the decision makiing
process

• Carry out on farm and on station demonstrations

• Conduct soil testing and mapping across counties

Recommendations

Short Term
S

Institution
(Who)

Responsible

Long Term

Medium Term
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2.

Recommendations

Effective Crop Pest
and Disease Control
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• Zero rate/subsidize the pesticides for control of fall
army Worms

• Establishment of emergency fund at both levels of
the Governments

• Effective chemicals for the control of FAW be
communicated to farmers

• Fund research on developing maize varieties
tolerant /resistant to Fall Army worm and other
environmentally friendly approaches such as use of
biological control agents and natural enemies

• Promote climate smart agriculture practices e.g.
integrated pest management practices

• Enhance emergency response to pests and disease
outbreaks

• Enhance surveillance and management of pests &
diseases

Crop losses due pests and diseases

Issues

Medium Term
M

Institution
(Who)

Responsible

Long Term

Short Term
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4.

3.

Recommendations

Promote area specific weather forecasting and timely
advisories

Promote climate smart agriculture

Cost of production
Reduction
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ease of transporting maize produce

Opening New roads in Agricultural Lands for

Rehabilitation of Poor Roads and Bridges in maize
producing areas

High Cost of production

Accurate weather
forecast for better
planning

change

Address climate

Emerging challenges of climate change

Issues

Short Term
S

Medium Term
M

Long Term
L

L

Responsible
County
governments

County
governments

and Met, Counties

MOALF&I KALRO

and Met, Counties

MOALF&I KALRO

Institution
(Who)
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Issues
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• Promote economies of scale through cooperatives/
farmers’ groups for collective actions

• Invest in Purchase of Conservation Agriculture
Machineries and equipments both for small scale
and large scale Farmers.

• Legislation and regulation be formulated to ensure
implementation.

• Provide incentive to enhance adoption of
conservation agriculture. Introduce subsidy on
Conservation Agriculture.

• Harmonize taxation system across the EAC region

• Removal of VAT on agro- chemicals and machinery
accessories /components

Recommendations

Short Term
S

Responsible

National Treasury,
Counties, CGA,
Ministry of Trade,
Ministry of EAC,
MOALF&I

Institution
(Who)

Long Term

Medium Term
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5.

Recommendations
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Invest more resources in data generation and
management

Improve
coordination of
data collection and
analysis Agricultural
Statistics /

data to address
issues of data
harmonization,
standards,
coordination and
quality

Develop standard and transparent methodology for
data collection, analysis and dissemination

Provision of
accurate data on
production and
productivity levels

Lack of accurate and timely data

Issues

Short Term
S

Responsible

Counties,
MOALF&I, KALRO,
KNBS, Tegemeo,
AFA,CGA, EAGC,
Universities,COG

Counties,
MOALF&I, KALRO,
KNBS, Tegemeo,
AFA,CGA, EAGC,
Universities, COG

Institution
(Who)

Long Term

Medium Term
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Gathering of commodities prices locally and
regionally, projecting a 30 day’s trend and
disseminating to the farmers and other value chain
players through local media houses

• Develop a calendar of seasonal assessments

Provision of daily
market information

Programmed
seasonal
assessment and
monitoring of food
stocks
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• Streamline reporting and validation mechanisms
between counties and national government

• Reviving the National Food balance sheet

Counties to register their farmers and an aggregated
national farmers register to be developed

Recommendations

Updating farmers
registers

Issues

Short Term
S

S

S

Responsible

Traders, Millers,
KNBS, EAGC, SFR

Counties,
MOALF&I,

Counties,
MOALF&I, EAGC,
RATIN, ICT media

Counties,
MOALF&I, CGA,
Ministry of ICT,
KNBS

Institution
(Who)

Long Term

Medium Term
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6

Introduce
production of GMO
maize

Short Term
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Support KALRO on research and utilization and
biosafety of GMO varieties which are high yielding and
tolerant to pests and diseases

S

KALRO

National Treasury

• Collaboration with other weather forecasting
agencies

Medium Term

Met Dept and

S

Long Term
L

Meteorological
Dept and
MOALF&I, KALRO

Responsible

• Increase funding to the Department

Facilitate KALRO to spear head the early warning of
pests and diseases

Recommendations

Lack of high-yielding maize varieties tolerant to emerging pests and disease

Strengthen
meteorological
department to
improve reliability
and accuracy of
weather forecasts

Release of seasonal
weather, pests
and disease
advisories for crop
development

Issues

Institution
(Who)
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7

Recommendations

Develop and Use uniform and transparent template
for real time data capture, analysis and dissemination
for decision making

Short Term
S

KNBS, MOALF&I,
Tegemeo, KIPPRA,
EAGC,Counties,
CGA, AFA

Responsible

Long Term

Medium Term

Reform delivery of
agricultural services
to conform to
devolution
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• Ministry to establish and send senior officers to
Counties as liaison officers, with clear role and job
description, coupled with adequate facilitation

• Strengthen inter-governmental linkage

• Use technology in extension services (take
advantage of high mobile penetration)

• Prioritise extension at both national and county levels

M

MOALF&I

Counties and

Low Extension: Farmer ratio leading to low adoption of agricultural technology dissemination and adoption

Standardize
methodology to
determine cost of
Production and
maize grain prices

Lack of standardised method of determining cost of maize production

Issues

Institution
(Who)
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9

Develop Curriculum for Agriculture Subject in Primary
Schools

• Use technology mix to support extension services
(ICT, media)

• A conditional grant extended to the counties to
employ more extension staff and facilitate their
operations:

Recommendations

Increase funding to
agriculture sector
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Allocate 10% of budgetary allocation to agriculture as
per the Maputo declaration

Low funding to agriculture

Re-Introduction
of Compulsury
and Examinable
Agriculture Subject
in Primary Schools

Improve on
extension and
technology
dissemination

Issues

Short Term
S

Medium Term
M

M

Responsible
MOALF&I

Counties,

Min of Education

MOALF&I

Counties,
MOALF&I,
private extension
providers, KALRO,
CGA, Treasury

Institution
(Who)

Long Term
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Recommendations

• Explore the possibility of rolling-out a farm machinery
leasing programme

• Conditional Grants be made out to counties to meet
the mechanisation financial needs.

• Invest and subsidise small equipment for small-scale
farmers for example walking tractors.

• Fast-track implementation of the government
mechanisation programme

• Finalise the mechanisation policy

Ensure farmers use
high-yielding maize
varieties
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• Support research in developing high-yielding and
climate smart varieties (right variety for the agroecological zones)

• Seed companies to avail adequate seeds

Low utilisation of suitable improved seed varieties

Enhance
mechanisation in
the maize subsector

Low mechanisation levels of crop production

Issues

Medium Term
M

M

Responsible

Counties,
KALRO, Seed
companies, Kenya
Seed company,
STAK,KEPHIS

Counties,
MOALF&I, CGA,
Private sector,
Treasury

Institution
(Who)

Long Term

Short Term
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Recommendations

Short Term

Align subsidies and crop insurance to crop
enterprises that have comparative advantage as per
the AEZ

(credit to farmers)

Financing farmers
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Allocate more funds to AFC, Commodity Fund and
other lending institutions. Counties to develop
agricultural enterprise fund

Low access to affordable agricultural credit by maize farmers

Zoning of counties
based on agroecological zones
and comparative
advantage

S

Non-adherence to recommended agro ecological maize suitability production zones

Issues

Responsible
Treasury,
MOALF&I,
Counties

MOALF&I

Counties,

Institution
(Who)

Long Term

Medium Term
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Soil testing analysis

Poor soil fertility

Issues
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• Fast-track the soil fertility policy and enactment for
the legislation on soil

• To enhance productivity, there is need for soil
testing, therefore, KALRO should be facilitated to
conduct soil testing, with enhanced mobile soil
testing and recommendations in the maize growing
counties

• Enhance adoption of soil testing by making it
affordable

Recommendations

Medium Term
M

Responsible

KALRO, Counties,
private sector,
MOALF&I, COG,
NEMA

Institution
(Who)

Long Term

Short Term
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15

Recommendations

Responsible

Long Term

Medium Term

Short Term

Ring fencing of
agricultural land to
prevent sub-division
into uneconomical
sizes

Undertake inventory
of available idle
and sub-optimally
managed public
land
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• Enact laws to guarantee long-term access to leased
land (7-10 years) to encourage sustainable use of
land

• Implementation of the National Land policy

• Review of laws governing agricultural land

• Institutions with arable land to lease it under
commercial rates, which should be in the financial
Bill. These funds to be retained by the leasing
institution

• Develop a framework for leasing public land to
encourage investment by private sector for example
1-3 year contracts or leases agreement via direct
procurement

• Provide incentives to private sector for investment in
such land

S

M

MOALF&I

Ministry of Lands,

MOALF&I

Counties,

Sub-optimal use of idle agricultural land and uneconomical subdivision of land suitable for maize production

Issues

Institution
(Who)

Chapter 4: Post Harvest Management,
Marketing and Trade Challenges
Kenyan policy makers have been confronted by the classic “food price
dilemma”. On one hand, they are under pressure to ensure that maize
producers receive adequate incentives to produce, while on the other
hand; cushion consumers against high food prices. Maize marketing
and trade policy has been at the centre of debates, due to the food price
dilemma. This has resulted in discussions over the appropriateness of
trade barriers, and the role of government in ensuring adequate returns
to maize production. In Kenya, maize trading is largely informal and unstructured, while at the regional level, it is not properly coordinated. This
scenario calls for well-thought out guidelines, to drive maize trading at
the county, national and regional levels.

4.1 Post-harvest losses
The average post-harvest loss in maize is estimated at 10% - 40%.
Among the challenges include: inadequate harvesting and handling
technologies at farm level, lack of post-harvest handling facilities; high
cost of storage materials, equipment and chemicals, inadequate drying
facilities, and increased incidences of toxins (aflatoxin and fumonisins).
Recommendations for these challenges are outlined in the table below:
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1.

Carry out seasonal surveys

Monitoring and
projection of
commodity prices and
markets
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Establish a stakeholder standing committee drawn
from COG, MOA, MOT, Millers and representatives
from farmers, millers, SFR through a legislative
amendment to the SFR regulation. The Committee
to regularly meet debate and make price
recommendations based on market trends

Develop uniform and transparent template for real
time data capture, analysis and dissemination for
decision making

Recommendation

Standardize
methodology for
determining maize
grain prices

Maize marketing and pricing

Issues

S

S

Short Term

4.2 Post Harvest Management, Marketing and Trade Recommendations
Medium Term
M

Long Term

MOALF&I, Tegemeo,
EAGC, Counties,
RATIN, KNBS, CGA,
CMA, UGMA

MOALF&I, Tegemeo,
EAGC, Counties,
RATIN, KNBS, CGA,
CMA, UGMA

KNBS, MOALF&I,
Tegemeo, KIPPRA,
EAGC, Counties,
CGA, AFA

Institution (Who)

Responsible
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• Enhance crop insurance to cover all maize farmers.

Price guarantee for
farmers
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• Re-introduce Guaranteed minimum returns (GMR)

• Implement Contract farming

• Government to negotiate with insurance companies
for lower premiums

• Streamline crop insurance to cover areas where
they are competitively produced

Farmers and aggregators to enter legal binding
contracts with SFR/millers. This can be financed by
AFC, self-financed, or through warehousing receipt
system

Recommendation

Promote contract
farming

Issues

Short Term
s

Medium Term
M

L

Long Term

SFR, Millers,
MOALF&I, Insurance
companies

SFR, Millers,
MOALF&I, Insurance
companies

Counties, MOALF&I,
SFR, Millers

Institution (Who)

Responsible
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Cushion producers
against cheap imports

Issues
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• Establish national and county statistics units to
collect agriculture data and generate agricultural
statistics for National and County planning. This is
to be done by the end of 2018/19 financial year

• EAGC to develop and disseminate timely trade
data.

• Legislate setting up an Independent Transparent
Grain Information publishing system (composition
will include cooperatives, registered aggregators,
national and county government)

• Motivate millers to procure maize locally before
importation through tax incentives

• Maintain restriction on importation of grain
and maize meal from any country that have
commercialized GMO

• Parliament to fast-track amendments on the Trade
Remedy Act

Recommendation

Short Term
S

Long Term

Medium Term

KRA, National
Treasury, KeBS,
NBA, KEPHIS

Ministry of Trade,
Parliament Ministry
of EAC, MOALF&I
Millers, AFA

Institution (Who)

Responsible
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Updating farmers
registers

Issues
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Counties to register their farmers and an aggregated
national farmers register to be developed

• Harmonize EAC boarder fee imbalances,
legislature to intervene

• Operationalize buy Kenya build Kenya in the maize
industry

• Maize deficits projections should be declared by
the information system on time before allowing
timely imports based on statistics (the information
on deficit is by SFR and NCPB will be the sole
importer).

• Restructure NCPB as autonomous and be the sole
importer of duty free maize outside EAC in the
country and be allowed to trade (buy and sale)
maize stocks. During restructuring, some SFR
roles would be transferred to NCPB for ease of
operations while MOA would provide oversight to
NCPB

Recommendation

Short Term
S

Long Term

Medium Term

Counties, MOALF&I,
CGA, Ministry of ICT,
KNB

Institution (Who)

Responsible
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• Gathering of commodity prices locally and
regionally, projecting a 30 day’s trend and
disseminating to the farmers and other value chain
players through local media houses

Provision of daily
market information and
outreach to small scale
farmers
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• Farmers should be represented in the AFC
management board

• Institutions serving farmers such as AFC should
remain under MOALF&I.

• Revive and revamp institutions such as KFA, AFC,
and KGGCU to play their roles better.

• Re-introduce GMR to contracted farmers

• Promote registered aggregators, private
warehouses, and formation of cooperatives in the
buying centers

• Price discovery for farmers that considers cost of
production and percent markup

Recommendation

Issues

Short Term
S

Medium Term
M

Long Term

Counties, MOALF&I,
EAGC-RATIN, ICT
media

Institution (Who)

Responsible
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2

Mass sensitization of producers and industry players
on post-harvest management.

Reduction in postharvest losses
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Facilitate farmers / cooperatives to establish more
driers and storage facilities

Do assessments and analysis of the changing
consumption patterns and reports on projected
demand to be done 60 days ahead of the respective
planting seasons

To cover all maize growing Counties, NCPB should
consider cropping/ harvesting calendar of each
County

Recommendation

Assess the actual
demand for maize for
milling, animal feeds
and other uses

Food security

Commencement of
SFR maize purchase

Issues

Short Term
S

S

S

S

Long Term

Medium Term

MOALF&I

Counties,

Tegemeo, Counties,
MOALF&I, Millers &
other processors,
Distribution & Retail
Trade, Universities

Institution (Who)

Responsible
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Restructuring SFR

• Re-define the role of NCPB in grain handling and
marketing fast- track implementation of E&Y Report
regarding privatization as Grain Corporation of
Kenya.

Restructuring of NCPB
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• Review the regulations establishing SFR to include
all stakeholders in the board including Counties
and farmer organizations

• Convert the Strategic Food Reserve Trust Fund to
Parastatal

• Enhance SFR stocks to 6 million x 90Kg bags

Change operational strategies for SFR such that
there is no market distortion

• the board including Counties and farmer
organizations

• Review the Act CAP 338 establishing NCPB to
include all stakeholders in

• Re-define the role of Counties in grain handling
and marketing

Recommendation

Issues

Short Term
S

Medium Term
M

M

Long Term

SFR, MOALF&I,
National Treasury

SFR, MOALF&I,
National Treasury

Institution (Who)

Responsible
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3

Reduction in postharvest losses
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Establish an independent body to do regular
inspection for quality control of grains stores, provide
guidelines on food handling standards and issuance
of inspection certificate.

• Purchase new efficient driers

• Reconditioning of all NCPB stores and silos

• Remove import duties and Zero-rate VAT of
post-harvest technologies (Hermatic bags, silos,
conveyers, cleaners, driers and its accessories
etc)
S

M

MOALF&I, EAGC,
KRA, NCPB,
Counties, industry
players

MOALF&I, EAGC,
KRA, NCPB,
Counties, industry
players

MOALF&I

M

Institution (Who)

Responsible

• Establish SFR as a state Corporation

Short Term

Counties,

Recommendation

Medium Term

• Re-define the role of the SFR Oversight Board

Food safety/Post-Harvest Management

Harmonized Food
security information
system

Issues

Long Term
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Assess the losses
along the value chain

Issues
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• Develop policy guideline to discourage stooking of
Maize to minimize aflatoxin infestation

• Any Maize transferred / imported must be certified
to be toxin Free

• Mandatory Aflatoxin Test at delivery of maize at
NCPB Depots

• Develop harmonized toxin analytical procedures
and standards used by various organizations
(KEBS, Public Health, KEPHIS)

• Map and recommend the agro ecological suitability
Zones of various crops

• Support more research on Fumonicins

• Support in post-harvest equipment including
dryers, shellers, onfarm storage

• Map the areas that are prone to Aflatoxin and
Promote use of AFLASAFE, Afltoxin Kits

• Generate data on post- harvest losses along the
value chain for effective response

Recommendation

Short Term
S

Long Term

Medium Term

KALRO, Counties,
MOALF&I, Private
Sector

Institution (Who)

Responsible
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Promote hermatic bags, plastic/metal silos etc for onfarm storage

Technology promotion
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Conditional grants to Counties

• Develop a PPP models to support Cooperative
storage initiatives

• Allow long term investments by private sector in
Government/NCBP under- utilized Facilities

Provision of dryers and
development of more
stores

Provide incentives for
private sector to invest
in modern storage
facilities and on-farm
storage facilities

• Use of binders by Feed Millers

Utilization of aflotoxin
infected maize

• Use of aflatoxin infested maize for ethanol
production

Development of a national strategy for reduction of
PHL in Maize

Recommendation

Develop National
strategy for postharvest management

Issues

Short Term
S

S

Medium Term
M

M

L

Long Term

Counties, MOALFI

Counties

MOALFI and

Sector, , Counties,
Treasury, MOALF&I

NCPB, Private

KALRO, Counties,
Private Sector, KEBs

MOALF&I

Institution (Who)

Responsible
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Maize milling and
processing into
alternative uses

Reduce pressure on
maize

Involve participation of
private sector

Value addition

Issues
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Investment in a milling plant in each of the 8 main
grain producing Counties

Facilitating farmers cooperatives to invest in milling
(transfer to 1-2 months)

• Support initiatives to expand production of Millet,
sorghum and cassava

• Give incentives for maize blending

Promote PPP investment

Identify barriers to private sector participation

Recommendation

Short Term
S

S

Medium Term
M

M

M

Long Term
Counties, PPP

MOALF&I,

Counties, PPP

MOALF&I,

MOALF&I, , MOH,
Ministry of Trade;
Counties; KEBS

MOALFI, Ministry
of, Trade, Counties;
KIPPRA; Treasury

MOALFI, Ministry
of Trade, Counties;
KIPPRA;

Institution (Who)

Responsible
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Create a fund to support cooperatives to build
storage stores

Increase grain storage
capacity
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Increase budgetary allocation for grain storage silo
construction in every constituency

SFR to contract farmers at the beginning of the
season with a pre-determined price

• Introduce youth friendly farming technologies

• Incentivize growth of SMEs - (infrastructure, risks,
tax and regulation)

• Promote inter-County trade using the regional
economic blocks

• Introduction of maize Commodity Exchange

Recommendation

Price determination at
the beginning of the
season

Involve youth in
agribusiness and value
addition (make farming
cool)

Promote structured
markets up the value
chain

Market structures

Issues

Short Term
S

S

Medium Term
M

M

Long Term

National Treasury,
MOALF&I, Counties,
Private sector

National Treasury,
MOALF&I, Counties,
Private sector

SFR, Counties,
MOALF&I, Tegemeo

MOALF&I, FAO

Counties,

Counties, MOALF&I,
Ministry of Trade

Institution (Who)

Responsible
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• PPP involvement in grain storage

• Government build additional storage facilities
(silos) of various capacities in constituencies where
maize is grown

• Construction of new grain storage facilities, at least
a store in each sub-county where maize is grown

• Refurbishment of existing storage facilities at
NCPB, KFA

Recommendation

Strengthen
intergovernmental
cooperation and
coordination
mechanisms to
enhance Joint planning
and implementation of
activities
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• Ministry to establish and send senior officers to
Counties as liaison officers with clear role and job
description coupled with adequate facilitation to
support county delivery units

• Strengthen JASSCOM mechanism and provide
budgetary allocation for its activities

Poor coordination between the two levels of government

Issues

Short Term
S

L

Long Term

Medium Term

Counties, MOALF&I.,
Treasury

National Treasury,
MOALF&I, Counties,
Private sector

Institution (Who)

Responsible

Chapter 5: Conclusion
The maize Task Force was constituted to make recommendations for the
development of the maize industry in the country. Based on the terms of
reference for the maize Task Force, the following recommendations are
made for various stages of the maize value chain.

5.1. Legal and policy Issues
5.1.1 Policy Recommendations
i.

Implement the ‘Big 4 Agenda’ and especially the ‘buy-Kenyabuild-Kenya’ Government Policy

ii.

Implement the Agricultural Sector Transformation and Growth
Strategy (ASTGS) 2018-2030

iii.

Implement the Maputo Declaration on 10% budgetary allocation
on agriculture especially maize crop

iv.

Revise the land use policy to support land consolidation

5.1.2 Legal Recommendations
i.

Develop the regulations and strengthen of the Food and
Agriculture Authority Board and the Commodities Fund to
operationalize the Crops Act

ii.

Agriculture and Food Authority Act: develop the regulations in
order to strengthen the Food and Agriculture Authority Board
for effective implementation of its mandate

iii.

Kenya Agricultural and Livestock Research Act (KALR Act):
develop the regulations to fully operationalize the Act to ensure
efficient research is undertaken in the maize sub-sector

iv.

Kenya Trade Remedies Act: Implement the provisions
of the Act and the proposed amendments and develop
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comprehensive regulations to give effect to the Act and
operationalize the Kenya Trade Remedies Agency
v.

National Cereals and Produce Board (NCPB): review the
Act to restructure the NCPB and make it autonomous and
independent to perform its functions efficiently

vi.

Strategic Food Reserve Trust Fund Regulations 2015: Enact
a comprehensive SFR Act and comprehensive regulations to
give effect to the Act; and to establish an autonomous and
independent entity (State Corporation) to enhance its autonomy
and performance

vii. Agricultural Finance Corporation Act: Review the Act in order to
revamp and align the AFC with other institutions that deal with
the maize sector for efficient operations
viii. Agricultural Development Corporation Act: Review of the Act in
order to revamp and align the ADC with other institutions that
deal with the maize sector for efficient operations
ix.

Public Private Partnerships Act: Establish institutional
mechanism to collaborate with the PPP Committee of the
National Treasury in order to promote PPP in maize sector
management

x.

Consumer Protection Act: Enforce the provisions of the Act in
order to ensure food safety (no aflatoxin) and to ensure price
stability in favour of consumers

xi.

The Competition Act: Enforce the provisions of the Act to
promote fair trade (local/regional/international), fair market
practices and to prevent market distortion (prices/supply)

xii. Constitutional Consultation & Collaboration between National &
County Governments: Strengthen the Joint Agriculture Sector
Steering Committee (JASSCOM) and other joint commissions
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or committees that may be established under the InterGovernmental Relations Act 2012 to enhance coordination
between the national and County Governments in the maize
sub-sector
xiii. WRS Bill 2018: Fast-track the enactment of the WRS Bill into law
in order to increase supply chain efficiency
xiv. Farmer registration: Fast track registration of farmers for proper
identification and planning purposes
xv. Strong efficient institutions: Ensure implementation of
legislation and institutional collaboration to ensure food safety
for imported maize
xvi. The Cooperative Societies Act: Undertake amendments/review
of the cooperative Act and strengthen governance in farmers
cooperatives
xvii. The East African Common Market Protocol and Customs Union
Protocol: Enforce the provisions of the Protocols in line with the
Kenya policies and laws in order to protect the domestic market
from distortion, over-importation through the implementation of
the countervailing and safeguard measures

5.2. Production issues
i.

Restructure the fertilizer subsidy program to improve access
and timely delivery, incorporate soil quality and crop needs in
fertilizer decisions, and include private sector in the fertilizer
subsidy program

ii.

Revamp extension systems to:
a. Enhance dissemination of information, knowledge and
technologies
b. Promote adoption of improved varieties
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c. Promote appropriate mechanization
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d. Promote effective agronomic practices
e. Build resilience to climate change and variability
iii.

Promote short term leases of public land for commercial maize
production

5.3. Marketing stage
i.

Facilitate investments in post-harvest handling, storage and
management

ii.

Facilitate establishment of aggregation centres at county levels

iii.

Facilitate small and medium enterprises for value addition

iv.

Develop structured markets for grains that include registered
warehouses, standards and quality assurance through
sampling testing and certification, trade contracts, trade
platform e.g. commodity exchange to facilitate buying, selling,
clearing and settlement

5.4. Cross cutting issues
i.

Enhance access to affordable credit

ii.

Eliminate tax on inputs as well as harmonise taxation within the
EAC

iii.

Establish data units at national and county levels, develop
standard methodology and approaches to generate agricultural
statistics, enhance capacity to routinely collect and manage
data, and promote evidence based policy decision making

iv.

The Task Force recommends that there be established
a Standing Multi-Sectoral Committee to oversee the
implementation of the recommendations of this Task Force
Report in order to ensure efficient and effective management
of the maize sub-sector for the benefit of all the stakeholders in
the value chain
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1.

a)To address the issues of
access and affordability of
fertilizer
b)Implemented through
3-tiered fertilizer costreduction programme
involving purchasing and
supply chain improvements
in the market for this input
and the blending and local
manufacturing of fertilizer.

e) Ensure favourable Tax and
regulation

d)Provide incentives for
private sector led fertilizer
manufacturing and blending

c)Need to have exist strategy to
make it sustainable

b)The new program should take
advantage of extensive agro
dealers network (private sector)

a)Redesign the fertilizer subsidy
program

Fertilizer Cost Reduction Strategy:

Recommendation

MOALF&I;
Counties

Who

Short Term

Timelines
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iii. No government incentives to private sector to invest in fertilizer manufacturing

ii. The subsidy program is not time bound and has no exit strategy

i. Bulk procurement of subsidized fertilizer on- going but supply chain/accessibility by small farmers located far from
NCPB depots still a big challenge

Key Gaps

Kenya Vision
2030

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision

Annex 1: Policy & Legal Framework Recommendations
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2.

Recommendation
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c)Promoting investment and c)Fast-track implementation of
encourage private sector
warehouse receipt system bill
participation
2018 to address post- harvest
losses

b)Revamp extension service by
employing more extension staff
to and facilitate the staff to reach
farmers

b)Ensuring effective
coordination and
implementation

Timelines

a)Reform delivery of agricultural MOALF&I; Counties Short Term
services to conform to devolution

Who

a)Increase sector growth
from 3% to 7% annually
by increasing productivity
particularly for maize and
increase food security
particularly maize

Agriculture Sector Development Strategy (ASDS 2010-2020)

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision
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e)Prioritize extension at both
national and county levels

e)Reforming delivery of
agricultural services

g)Ensuring effective
coordination and
implementation

f)Increasing market access
and trade

d)Enhance adoption of soil
testing by making it affordable

d)Promoting sustainable
land and natural resources
management

Recommendation

Who

Timelines
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vi. Poor coordination between two levels of governments still exists

v. Farmers still grapple with market access challenges

iv. Poor extension delivery systems still exist

iii. High post-harvest losses contribute to food insecurity

ii. Poor quality of seeds, poor farming practices, improper use of fertilizers with lack of soil nutrient requirements all affect
productivity of maize

i. Average annual sector growth is still below target

Key Gaps

Agriculture
Sector
Development
Strategy (ASDS
2010-2020)

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision
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3.

Recommendation

Who

Timelines

a)Promote/support production of MOALF&I; Counties Short Term
alternative crops to be used as
blends

d)A framework for leasing public
land need to be developed
to encourage investment by
private sector e.g. medium
to long term contracts/lease
agreement

d)Need to have system for
measuring the impacts of
the ASTGS

Task Force for Maize Industry Stakeholders

c)Provide incentives to private
sectors for investment in such
land

c)Need for predictable
pricing policy direction to
encourage investment

b)Increase local production b)Undertake inventory of
through renting-out/leasing available public land
idle agricultural public land
to commercial /private
producers

a)How to reduce pressure
on maize through blending
of maize flour

Agricultural Sector Transformation and Growth Strategy (ASTGS) and the Naivasha Retreat

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision
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f)Build a results framework to
report ASTGS progress and
impacts

e)Develop Ag. Statistics/
data management policy for
addressing issues of data
harmonization, standards,
coordination, devolution and
quality improvement

Recommendation
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h)Cumbersome government h)Revamp extension delivery
tendering procedures even system
in responding to production
shocks such as diseases
and pests

g)Special mechanism for
g)Fast track the soil fertility
responding to production
policy and enactment for the
shocks lacking. e.g diseases legislation on soil
and pests

e)Soil fertility restoration and
Agricultural
maintenance policy direction
Sector
Transformation
and Growth
Strategy
(ASTGS) and
the Naivasha
Retreat
f)High cost of production
and low yields

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision

Who

Timelines
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j)Provide exceptions in the
tendering process when dealing
with emergencies

i)Use technology to extension
services (take advantage of high
mobile penetration

Recommendation

Who

Timelines
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i. The country is deficit in commodities to be used in blending flour
ii. Inventory of idle public land lacking
iii. Framework to lease public land to private sector lacking
iv. Remove taxes on importation of yellow maize for animal feeds to reduce pressure on
v. Lack of Ag. Statics policy to guide investment, generation and sharing of such information
vi. The country lacks a results framework for monitoring and reporting impacts of government programs/ projects
vii. Weak linkages between research-extension-farmers
viii. No exception for direct tendering to deal with outbreaks (Kenya seed/ADC farms lost a lot of seed maize due to this)

Key Gaps/Challenges

Agricultural
Sector
Transformation
and Growth
Strategy
(ASTGS) and
the Naivasha
Retreat

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision
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4.

Recommendation

National Food
and Nutrition
Security Policy
(2011)

Who

Timelines

b)Minimum price control/
stabilization can be effectively
implemented through cash
transfers programs (treasury) not
price fixing (MoALF&I)

Task Force for Maize Industry Stakeholders

b)It also informs
implementation of Article
43 of the Constitution which
establishes Kenyans’ right
to be free from hunger and
to have adequate food of
acceptable quality

a)Focus on enhancing
a)Change operational strategies MOALF&I; Counties Short Term
food and nutrition security, for SFR such that there is no
information management
market distortion
systems and coordination of
the roles of various ministries
and agencies to achieve
food security

National Food and Nutrition Security Policy (2011)

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision
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c)Address issues of food
storage in the country and
Strategic Food Reserve

c)Operationalize WRS bill 2018
to encourage private sector
investment in storage/handling
of grain

Recommendation

Task Force for Maize Industry Stakeholders

ii. No law to support/regulate private sector role in warehouse receipt system

i. SFR mechanisms have always led to market distortion

Key issues/challenges

National Food
and Nutrition
Security Policy
(2011)

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision

Who

Timelines
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5.

The Big 4
Agenda
a)Provide incentive for
private sector participation in
agricultural value chains; Data,
Public goods and Tax and
regulation

Recommendation

c)Research
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e)Facilitate large
e)Market access & value
scale commercial Ag.
addition
diversification to irrigated
production
f)Protect Kenya water towers f)Put in place legislation to guide
input subsidy programs

d)Reduce targeted taxation d)Extension/farmer training
to put idle arable land to use

c)PPP to deal with
challenges of distribution
and post-harvest losses

b)Better extension services/ b)Increase funding to agriculture
market access for SSparticularly
farmers

Food Security and Nutrition
pillar in the Big 4 Agenda
focus on
a)Redesigning of subsidy
programs

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision

MOALF&I;
Counties

Who

Short Term

Timelines
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Recommendation

Who

Timelines
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vi. Inventory of the idle government agric. land not available

distribution of rains

i. Current subsidy program is largely on fertilizer
ii. Uncoordinated parallel subsidy programs (National Vs County subsidy
iii. Low funding to agriculture extension both at national and county level
iv. E-Voucher Fertilizer Subsidy Management System was piloted in 2016 but not yet rolled out two years down the line
v. Regulation to guide WRS (WRS, 2018 Bill) not yet operationalized to guide private sector investment in storage and

h)Effective fertilizer subsidy
delivery mechanisms

g)Publish terms and
g)Make subsidy program
conditions by which
package of technology bundles
commercial farmers will be for enhance impact
able to lease idle agricultural
land owned by government,
to raise production of
strategic crops (maize)

Key gaps/challenges

The Big 4
Agenda

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision
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6.

Crops Act 2013

Who

Timelines

MOALF&I; AFA;
Commodities
Fund; National
Treasury
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Develop relevant
regulations

c)Commodities Fund Advance credit
& farmer incentives to farmers; Price
stabilization

Authority

6-12
Months;
Immediate/
continous

6-12
months;
Immediate/
continous

Establish the rules
MOALF&I; Inter- 6-12
of engagement for
Governmental
months;
efficiency through
Summit;
Immediate &
JASSCOM and other joint Council of
Continous
committees/ commissions Governors; InterGovernmental
Relations
Technical
Committee;
Counties;
AFA; National
Biosafety

How

MOALF&I;
AFA; Counties;
National
Treasury; KRA

Strengthen the
collaborative
mechanisms on matters
agriculture & food
security

Recommendation

b)Levies/taxes (less Implement required levy/ Institution involved to
10% gate value)
taxes to avoid double
consult/collaborate
taxation

a)National& county
government
collaboration &
cooperation

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision
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Recommendation

How
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Development of
Wide consultations on
comprehensive
areas of regulation
regulations to give effect
to the Act

g)Lack of
Regulations to
operationalize maize
sub-sector

AFA; MOALF&I

Research on the required AFA; MOALF&I
Establishment of
bodies to be established
subsidiary bodies to
ensure food security;
value addition; marketing
etc

AFA; Counties;
Growers
Smallholder
Growers;
Counties; AFA

Who

f)Subsidiary Bodies

Institution inter-linkages
Crops Act 2013 d)Growers incentives Credit facilities; farm
inputs & marketing
Growers Collaboration/
e)Registration of
Maintain a
smallholder growers comprehensive database institutional linkages
of smallholder growers
per county

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision

6-12
Months;
Immediate/
continous

6-12
Months;
Immediate/
continous

4-12 months

4-12 months

Timelines
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7.

Facilitate proper planning Counties;
Research
Institutions

Proper records kept/
maintained

Task Force for Maize Industry Stakeholders

d)Research priorities Ensure efficient data/
research obtained

Identification of key
players

c)Registration of
players (farmers/
stakeholder
organization etc)

Treasury; AFA;

MOALF&I;
National
Research
Institutions

• Proper records to be
kept/maintained

• To ensure proper
records

Who

b)Database
on agricultural
production

How

AFA; Counties,
MOALF&I,
National
Treasury, AFA,
Counties

Recommendation

a)Regulation of
• Effective and efficient • Adoption of the best
crops (production;
regulation of various
practices
processing; grading; aspects
• Implement a quota
marketing; storage;
• Buy-Kenya build Kenya system for Millers
warehousing;
policy
collection)

Agriculture & Food Authority Act 2013

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision

6-12
months;
immediate/
continous

6-12
months;
immediate/
continous

6-12
months;
immediate/
continous

6-12 months

6-12 months

Timelines
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Agriculture &
Food Authority
Act 2013

Who
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g)No Regulations to Development of
Wide consultations on
operationalize the
comprehensive
relevant regulations to be
Act
regulations to give effect developed
to the Act

Wide consultations on
MOALF&I; AFA;
relevant regulations to be Parliament;
developed
Farmers’
Societies

How

Ensure efficient funding • Avoid double taxation/ MOALF&I;
of government activities
levies to reduce cost of AFA; Counties;
production
KALRO;
Research
• Ensure sanctity of
Institutes
contracts is protected
(KIPPRA;
Tegemeo; Moi
University; etc)

Recommendation

f)Rules governing
Development of
farmers agreements comprehensive rules
to protect farmers’
contracts

e)Imposition of
levies/taxes

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision

6-12
months;
immediate/
continous

6-12
months;
immediate/
continous

6-12
months;
immediate/
continous

Timelines
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8.

Recommendation

Kenya
Agricultural
and Livestock
Research Act
2013

Continuous viable
research on maize
availability and ensuring
accessibility of the
research

Information on the
quantity of maize held
by each farmer and
recorded in the database

Continuous viable
research on maize
availability; accessibility
of the research

MOALF&I;
AFA; Counties;
KALRO;
Research
Institutes
(KIPPRA;
Tegemeo; Moi
University; etc)

Who

6-12
months;
immediate/
continous

Timelines

Science Council; 6-12
Scientific
months;
&Technical
immediate/
Committee;
continous
Development of
Research
comprehensive
Institute
regulations to give effect Advisory
to the Act;
Committees;
MOALF&I;
Periodic research results AFA; Counties;
KALRO;
Research
Institutes
(KIPPRA;
Tegemeo; Moi
University; etc)

Maintenance of correct
data and information on
maize availability;

Development of
comprehensive
regulations to give effect
to the Act;

How
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b)Research on
maize (seed variety
etc) by the Research
Council; Research
on maize selfsufficient maize
production

a)Dissemination
of research on
maize availability,
undersupply &
oversupply

Kenya Agricultural and Livestock Research Act 2013

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision
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9.

Recommendation

Who

Timelines

Develop comprehensive MOALF&I;
Immediate/
regulations to give effect Trade Remedies continuous;
to the provision of the Act Agency; Kenya 6-12 months
Revenue
Authority;
To receive report from the The National
Trade Remedies Agency Treasury
on the measures it has
taken on the current
maize crisis in the country

How

Task Force for Maize Industry Stakeholders

Enhance investigation
into cases of dumping
and implement the
countermeasures
(countervailing and
safeguard measures)

power to impose
Enhance the
an anti-dumping,
implementation of the
countervailing and
provisions by the Trade
safeguard measures, Remedies Agency in
investigation,
order to implement the
evaluation and
provisions of the EAC
adjudication
Treaty and Protocols and
procedures
the COMESA Treaty and
Protocols

Kenya Trade Remedies Act 2017

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision

Recommendation
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Repeal of the current
Act in order to enhance
NCPB’s operation and
efficiency

Make NCPB the sole
importer of fertilizer as
provided for under the
Public Procurement
and Assets Disposal
Act 2015 to enable the
Government regulate
prices

Development of
comprehensive
Make NCPB in
regulations to define its
consultation with SFR
the sole importer of food institutional design
reserve (maize) in case
of scarcity in order to
streamline imports and to
stabilize prices

Restructuring to
enhance its efficiency in
determination of maize
scarcity in the country
and quantities and
quality of maize to be
imported

How

Task Force for Maize Industry Stakeholders

To regulate
and control the
marketing and
processing of maize,
and scheduled
agricultural produce

10. National Cereals and Produce Board (NCPB) Act

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision
MOALF&I;
NCPB; Senate;
Parliament

Who

Immediate/
continuous;
6-12 months

Timelines

Recommendation

How

Who
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Collect adequate and
comprehensive data
and research in order to
inform maize supply

Act and comprehensive
regulations to give effect
to the Act
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c)Tostabilize the
Institutional collaboration
food supply and
(Ministry of Agriculture;
prices in the country EAC structures and other
relevant government
ministry & institutions)

Establishment of an
autonomous and
independent entity (state
corporation) to enhance
its performance

b)ToProvide
Strategic Food
Reserve in physical
stock and cash
equivalent

Enactment of a
comprehensive SFR

SFR structures should be Enactment of a
enhanced for efficiency comprehensive SFR
& effectiveness
Act and comprehensive
regulations to give effect
to the Act

a)ToEstablish the
Strategic Food
Reserve Trust Fund
to

MOALF&I;
Ministry of
Trade; NCPB;
SFR

SFR; MOALF&I;
Parliament;
Senate; National
Treasury etc

SFR; MOALF&I;
Parliament;
Senate; National
Treasury etc

11. Strategic Food Reserve Trust Fund Regulations 2015 under the Public Finance Management Act 2012

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision

6-12 months
immediate/
continuous

6-12
months;
immediate/
continous

6-12
months;
immediate/
continous

Timelines
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NCPB to utilize the
provisions of the Act if it
intends to partner with
the private party in the
importation of maize and/
or fertilizer

Recommendation

Who

NCPB and MOALF&I
PPP Committee;
to liaise with the PPP
NCPB;
Committee of the National MOALF&I
Treasury

How
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a)Provide for the
participation of
the private sector
in the: financing,
construction,
development,
operation, or
maintenance of
infrastructure
or development
projects of the
Government
through-concession
or other contractual
arrangements

12. Public Private Partnership Act 2015

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision

4-12
months;
immediate/
continous

Timelines
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How

Timelines

6-12
Months;
immediate/
continuous

PPP Committee; 4-12
NCPB;
months;
MOALF&I
immediate/
continuous

Who

Institutional collaboration PPP Unit of the National PPP Committee;
Treasury to collaborate
National
and support other
Treasury; NCPB;
Government institutions in SFR MOALF&I
the maize industry

Institutional collaboration Formation of a Standing
in project implementation Committee with
representation from
institutions;

Recommendation
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c)To establish the
Public Private
Partnership Act PPP Committee
2015

b)To establish
the institutions to
regulate, monitor
and supervise the
implementation of
project agreements
on infrastructure
or development
projects

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision

To restructure AFC
in order to ensure
development of
agriculture & its
industries

Recommendation

91

Who
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Establish each farmers
credit needs and
provision of the same

ADC; AFA;
MOALF&I;
Farmers;
Farmers
Societies etc

Review of the current Act MOALF&I;
AFC Board
of Directors;
The National
Treasury

How

To restructure AFC
Repeal of the current Act
in order to ensure
development of
agriculture & its
industries to ensure high
yields

b)Provision of credit/ To facilitate farmers in
loans for farmers
production of maize

a)Promote
production of
agricultural inputs
(eg hybrid maize
seeds)

14. Agricultural Development Corporation Act

b)Provision of loan
to agricultural cooperative societies
etc

a)Provision of loans
to farmers

13. Agricultural Finance Corporation Act

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision

6-12
months;
immediate/
continous

6-12
months;
immediate/
continuous

6-12
Months;
immediate/
continuous

Timelines

Recommendation

How

92

Ministry to spearhead
the review of the Acts
and regulations through
collaboration of various
actors
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a)Provides for the
a)Review the Act and the
establishment of the Rules in order to align it
cooperative societies with the current situation
in the maize industry
b)Functions/objects
of the co-operative
b)Farmers to join and/
societies to promote
or form cooperatives
of the welfare and
in order to enjoy the
economic interests
benefits that accrue from
of it’s members.
the law.
c)Its provisions binds
all members of the
cooperative societies
including farmers
cooperative societies

15. Co-operative Societies Act No. 12 of 1997 & Cooperative Societies Rules 1997

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision
MOAFL&I;
Cooperatives
Societies; KFA;

Who

6-12
months;
immediate/
continuous

Timelines
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Who

Implement this Act
Competition
together with the EAC
Authority; AFA;
Competition legislation in MOALF&I
order to prevent market
distortion (prices/supply)
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To promote and
Ensure fair trade and
safeguard national promote fair market
economy and protect practices
consumers from
unfair & misleading
market conduct

17. Competition Act 2010

How

Ensure maize and maize MOALF&I;
flour price stability
Ministry of
Health; Kenya
Ensure maize safety free Bureau of
from toxic substances
Standards
such as aflatoxin
(KeBS); EAC;
Consumer
Fair and affordable maize
Protection
flour prices to consumers
Organizations
etc.

Recommendation

Ensure food safety Proper enforcement of
and viable consumer its provisions in order
prices
to ensure that maize
supplied (locally/
internationally) is fit for
human consumption

16. Consumer Protection Act 2012

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision

6-12
Months;
Immediate/
continuous

6-12
months;
Immediate &
Continous

Timelines
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18

Recommendation

How

c. The Act to be further
amended in order to
remove the animal
foodstuffs under the
mandate of the Board so
as to ensure autonomy

The Fertilizer and Animal
Foodstuffs Board to be
the sole regulator of
fertilizer manufacturing/
importation

Collaboration of these
institutions with the
Kenya Seeds Company

Harmonize the
operations of the
institutions established
under the two Acts
(Seeds and Plant
Varieties Act and the
Kenya Plant Health
Inspectorate Service
Act, 2011 especially
the Kenya Plant Health
Inspectorate Service) in
order to ensure trading in
good quality seeds;

Ensure collaboration
between KEPHIS; Kenya
Seeds Company; NCPB
and other relevant
institutions for effective
implementation of the
provisions of the two Acts
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Regulates
transactions in
seeds/testing/
certification of seeds
and to control the
importation of seeds,
etc.

Seed & Plant Varieties Act & Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate Act 2012

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision

MOALF&I;
KEPHIS; NCPB;
Kenya Seeds
Company

Who

6-12
Months/
Immediate/
continuous

Timelines

Recommendation

95

Fully implementation fo
the Act in order to curb a
lot of fertilizer importation
and encourage local
manufacturing of
fertilizers which will
reduce the costs
of production and
support the “Big Four
Agenda” on food and
nutritional security and
manufacturing sectors

The Amendment Act
2015 establishes a
Fertilizer and Animal
Foodstuffs Board
to regulate the
fertilizers and animal
foodstuffs industry

How
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The Act contains dual
functions relating to
fertilizers and animal
feeds therefore there is
need to separate the two
functions

Regulates the
importation/
manufacture/sale of
agricultural fertilizers
etc.

19. Fertilizer & Animal Foodstuffs Act & its 2015 Amendment Act

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision

Who

Timelines

96

The Bill should be
enacted into Law for
effective implementation
of its provisions

c. The Act to be further
amended in order to
remove the animal
foodstuffs under the
mandate of the Board so
as to ensure autonomy

The Fertilizer and Animal
Foodstuffs Board to be
the sole regulator
of fertilizer
manufacturing/
importation

Recommendation

Who

Fast-track the enactment MOALF&I;
of the Bill into an Act
Parliament
of Parliament together
with its comprehensive
Regulations to ensure
structured trading in
agricultural commodities,
especially maize

How
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To facilitate the
establishment,
maintenance and
development of
the Warehouse
Receipt System
for agricultural
commodities in
Kenya

20. Warehouse Receipt System Bill 2018

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision

6-12
Months;
Immediate/
continuous

Timelines

Recommendation

Promote growth and
agricultural development
of African agriculture
(e.g. food production
and supply; agricultural
research and land/water
management; growing;
market access etc)
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To promote East
Promote/ensure free
African Community’s trade within the EAC
free market
trading bloc

Ensure effective
implementation of
the provision on
maize production
and marketing

Implement the EAC
Protocols in line with the
Kenyan laws in order to
promote fair trade & to
protect domestic market

Ensure allocation of the
10% national and county
budgets to Agriculture,
especially maize

How

22. The Treaty Establishing the East African Community (EAC Treaty)

Allocation of 10%
national budget to
agriculture

21. African Union Framework: The Maputo Declaration 2003

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision

MOA; Ministry
of East African
Community;
Kenya Trade
Remedies
Agency

MOALF&I;
Ministry of
Trade; Ministry
of East African
Community;
Kenya Trade
Remedies
Agency; KRA

Who

4-12 months

6-12
months;
Immediate &
continuous

Timelines

Recommendation

How

Establish the quantities
of maize needed in the
country

Ensure protection of
domestic market through
prevention of overimportation; dumping
and market distortion;
Kenya Bureau
of Statistics;
Kenya Revenue
Authority (KRA);
Kenya Trade
Remedies
Agency

Implement the provisions
of the Kenya Trade
Remedies Act and
Regulations

98

Impose safeguard
Establish effective
measures when there
management of data
is sudden surge of a
and statistics to monitor
product imported into a the quantity of grains
Kenya hence causing/
imported through
threatening to cause
transparent reporting
serious injury to domestic processes
producers
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Promotion of intraregional trade in
goods through
elimination of internal
tariffs

6-12
Months;
Immediate &
continuous

Timelines

MOALF&I;
6-12 months
EAC Ministry;
Immediate/
KRA; SFR; EAC continuous
Committee
on Trade
Remedies;
Kenya Trade
Remedies
Agency

MOALF&I;
Ministry of
East African
Community;

Who

Implementation of the
safeguard measures in
order to protect domestic
industry/market

20. Protocol on the Establishment of the East African Community Customs Union (EAC-CU)

Promote free
movement of goods
between Partner
States

23. The East African Community Common Market Protocol (EAC-CMP)

No. Act/Framework Issue/Provision

Annex 2: Maize Task Force Gazette Notices

SPECIAL ISSUE

THE KENYA GAZETTE
Published by Authority of the Republic of Kenya
(Registered as a Newspaper at the G.P.O.)

Vol. CXX—No. 138

NAIROBI, 9th November, 2018

GAZETTE NOTICE NO. 11710
TASK FORCE OF MAIZE INDUSTRY STAKEHOLDERS TO
MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF
THE MAIZE INDUSTRY IN KENYA
APPOINTMENT
IT IS notified for the general information of the public that the
Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture, Livestock, Fisheries and Irrigation
has appointed a Task Force to make recommendations for the
development of the maize industry in Kenya which shall comprise
of—
Name

Jackson Mandago
Patrick Khaemba
Wycliffe Wafula Wangamati
Noah Wekesa (Dr.)
Margaret Kamar (Prof.)
Ferdinand Wanyonyi
Mrs. Ann Onyango
Johnson Irungu (Dr.)
Gerald Masila
Milton Ayieko (Dr.)
Stephanus P. Kruger
Nick Hutchinson
Albin Sang
Peter Kuguru
Ms. Felista Nyachuru

1. The Terms of Reference—

Institution

Council of Governors
Council of Governors
Council of Governors
Strategic Food Reserve
Senate
National Assembly
Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock,
Fisheries and Irrigation
Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock,
Fisheries and Irrigation
East African Grain Council
Tegemeo Institute
Cereal Growers Association
Cereal Millers Association
National Cereals and Produce Board
United Grain Millers Association
Office of the Attorney-General

(a) review the policy, legal, regulatory and institutional framework
of the maize industry and make appropriate recommendations;
(b) review the current and emerging challenges facing the maize
industry and make appropriate recommendations;
(c) review the maize industry value chain including research and
import structures, and make appropriate recommendations on
addressing the prevailing and anticipated issues of concern in
entire maize production and consumption value chain for the
short term, medium term and long term;
(d) review and assess the cost of maize production in Kenya, and
undertake a comparative analysis of the competitiveness of

Price Sh. 60

Kenyan maize in the East African Community, the Common
Market for Eastern and Southern Africa and internationally,
and make appropriate recommendations on enhancing the
competitiveness of local farmers to protect them from cheap
imports taking into account the existing trade treaties and
protocols;
(e) review and make recommendations on mechanisms of
enhancing maize production and productivity to meet local
demand for, and trade in, maize, in order to achieve food and
nutrition security;
(f) review the challenge of high post-harvest loss of maize in
Kenya and make recommendations on the measures necessary
to reduce post-harvest loss of maize;
(g) analyse the roles of different stakeholders, and make
recommendations on how stakeholders can collaborate among
themselves and with National and County governments to
develop the maize industry;
(h) review and make recommendations on appropriate mechanisms
for determining maize purchase price for the Strategic Food
Reserve, taking into account market forces and the needs of the
Kenyan consumer;
(i) review and make recommendations on appropriate mechanisms
for streamlining the maize market structure; and
(j) develop and submit a comprehensive final report with
recommendations to be implemented in the short term, medium
term and long term.
2. In performance of its functions, the Task Force shall—
(a) regulate its own procedure;
(b) hold as many meetings as shall be considered necessary for the
discharge of its functions, at such venues and at such times as it
may determine;
(c) commence its activities by developing and submitting to the
Cabinet Secretary for approval a detailed work plan and
budget;
(d) call for, and have review, any relevant documents or
information in the possession, custody or control of any
relevant institution or person;
(e) regularly update the Cabinet Secretary in writing on the
progress being made by the Task Force;
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Annex 3: Maize Cost of Production Determination Template
Enterprise/ Name…………………………. Area Under Maize (Acres) ……… Category (S/M/L)
County………………………………… Sub County ………………………… Date ………………

Unit of
Measure

Category

Item

Output

Production per Acre (90 Kg
Bags)
Planting Fertilizer

Direct Inputs

Total
Unit Price
Cost
(Kshs)
(Kshs)

Top dressing Fertilizer
Seed 10 Kgs
Storage Chemicals
Gunny Bags
Sisal Twine
Insecticides
Herbicides
Farm Operation/ Land Preparation 1St
Machinery
1st Ploughing
(hiring)
2nd Ploughing
1st Harrowing
2nd Harrowing
Planting
Foliar appplication
Spraying (herbicides)
Spraying (pestcides/
fungicides)
Harvesting
Hauling
Harvesting
Hauling
Shelling
Drying
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Unit of
Measure

Category

Item

Labour

1st Ploughing
2nd Ploughing
1st Harrowing
2nd Harrowing
Planting (seed and fertilizer
application)
Manure application
Top dressing
Weeding
Foliar application
Spraying (herbicides)
Spraying (pestcides/
fungicides)
Harvesting
Stooking
de-husking
Hauling
Shelling
Drying
Dusting
Bagging
Fumigation
Land Rent
Security
Working capital
Transport

Other Cost

Total
Unit Price
Cost
(Kshs)
(Kshs)

Marketing Cost
TOTAL COST OF PRODUCTION PER ACRE
MAIZE PRICE PER BAG

Factors to Consider in Determination of Maize Price Per Bag
1. The established average Cost of production per 90 Kg Bag in the period under
review
2. The Prevailing domestic and Regional Maize prices the producer and
Consumer interests
3. The markup of percentage (%) above the average Cost of Production per
Bag to cater for profit and other Miscellaneous Production and post harvest
expenses
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